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Model Objectives and Background
This report documents the Arizona Department of Water Resources’ (ADWR) numerical groundwater flow
model (model) of the Willcox Basin area. The model was developed to simulate regional groundwater
flow conditions in the Willcox Basin and adjacent portions of the Douglas and Aravaipa Creek groundwater
basins. The primary objectives for developing the model include: 1) gaining a better understanding of the
regional groundwater flow system and associated parameters and 2) using the model as a tool for
projecting future groundwater flow conditions.
The model was developed and calibrated to simulate groundwater flow conditions in the Willcox Basin
area during the pre-development era (steady state, circa 1940) and the transient period of groundwater
development between 1940 and 2015 (75 years). In addition, the model was used to simulate a 100-year
projection from 2016 to 2115. This report provides: 1) information about the groundwater flow system;
2) the model development process, including the testing of alternative conceptual models (ACMs); 3)
model calibration and projection results; and 4) model limitations. Results of six plausible, high-ranking
ACMs are presented in this report.
This report is intended to make the model development and calibration process transparent to
stakeholders. Information contained within this report provides significant detail about the regional
hydrology and the Groundwater Flow Model of the Willcox Basin. In addition, ADWR had an earlier
version of the Groundwater Flow Model of the Willcox Basin independently peer-reviewed by experts in
the field of groundwater flow modeling (SSPA, 2016), resulting in a final modeling product, discussed
herein.

Hydrogeology and Groundwater Development of the Willcox Basin
The Willcox Basin covers an area of approximately 1,911 square miles (Figure 1). The mountainous area
of the Basin covers about 570 square miles and the valley floor about 1,341 square miles. The Willcox
Basin is bounded to the north by the Aravaipa Creek Basin, the San Simon Valley Sub-basin to the east,
the Douglas Basin to the south and the Upper San Pedro Basin to the west.
The Willcox Basin is essentially a closed basin where most surface water flows towards a low-lying area in
the central part of the Basin, the Willcox Playa (Figure 1). The Willcox Playa is a large (about 50 square
miles) irregularly shaped alkalai flat that is almost devoid of vegetation. The playa is a remanent of the
Pleistocene-age Lake Cochise (Oram, 1993). Groundwater in the regional aquifer also flows towards the
playa from most locations in the Basin. However, the regional aquifer system is not closed to the north
and south, where saturated basin-fill deposits extend into the Aravaipa Creek and Douglas basins,
respectively (Figure 2). A groundwater divide exists in the northern portion of the Willcox Basin. South
of the divide, groundwater flows towards the Willcox Playa. North of the divide, groundwater flows
toward discharge areas located along Aravaipa Creek. A groundwater divide also exists in the southern
portion of the Willcox Basin. North of the southern divide, groundwater flows toward the southern margin
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of the Willcox Playa. South of the divide groundwater flows into the northern portion of the Douglas
Basin. Basin-fill materials are generally comprised of alluvial, lacustrine and volcanic rocks. The floor and
sides of the Basin are composed of impermeable igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks that
outcrop in the surrounding mountains. Saturated, basin-fill deposits underlie much of the valley floor and
comprise the regional aquifer system. The depth-to-bedrock in the Basin increases from zero at basin
margins to over 4,000 feet below land surface in the deeper, central portion of the Basin.
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Figure 1 The Willcox Model Area
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The Pre-development Groundwater Flow System
The pre-development groundwater flow system was characterized by steady-state conditions when there
was a long-term balance between aquifer inflow and outflow. Inflows to the aquifer system generally
consisted of recharge from runoff and snow melt along the mountain fronts and ephemeral streams that
flow from the mountainous areas that bound the Basin (Figure 2). Groundwater flowed from recharge
areas towards the Willcox Playa where groundwater was discharged from springs, riparian areas and the
playa surface (Figure 3). Groundwater levels and aquifer storage remained relatively constant over time.
The United States Geological Survey (U.S. Geological Survey or USGS) estimated the volume of
predevelopment groundwater in storage in the Willcox Basin (to a depth of 1,200 feet below land surface)
to be about 42 million acre-feet (USGS,1986).

The Transient Groundwater Flow System (1940 - 2015)
The modern groundwater system (circa 2014) is characterized by transient conditions mainly caused by
several decades of agricultural pumping within the Basin. Today’s transient flow system includes notable
groundwater depressions in agricultural pumping centers located mainly to the north, west and south of
the Willcox Playa (Figure 2). Groundwater levels have declined by 200 to 300 feet from pre-development
levels in some of the major pumping areas (Figure 4). The modern groundwater system has experienced
a significant loss in groundwater storage and there has been a significant reduction of groundwater
discharge from evapotranspiration and spring discharge in the vicinity of the Willcox Playa. Aquifer system
compaction, regional land subsidence and earth fissuring due to historic groundwater withdrawals have
been significant over large parts of the Willcox Basin.
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Pre-Development (Steady-State System)

Developed (Transient System)

Figure 2 Conceptual Models of Groundwater Flow in the Willcox Basin Area
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Figure 3 Willcox Basin Pre-Development Groundwater Flow System (USGS, 1986)
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Figure 4 Hydrograph of Irrigation Well (Kansas Settlement Area – South of Willcox Playa)
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Numerical Model Design, Boundary Conditions and Land Subsidence
Model Design
A two-layer finite difference numerical groundwater flow model (model) was constructed using the U.S.
Geological Survey MODFLOW groundwater flow model (USGS, 2000). The model grid consists of 94 rows
and 66 columns (Figure 5); the model grid resolution is 1 mi2. Model layers one and two generally
represent the Upper Basin-Fill (UBF) and Lower Basin-Fill (LBF) aquifers, respectively. The model simulates
groundwater flow conditions from 1940 (steady state) through 2015 and includes significant rates of
agricultural-related pumpage and incidental recharge. The model was also used to simulate projected
groundwater conditions from 2016 through 2115. The northern and southern model boundaries extend
beyond the actual Willcox Basin boundaries into the Aravaipa Creek and Douglas basins, respectively. The
placement of model boundaries “outside” the Willcox Basin adds flexibility, and reduces the potential for
adverse boundary influences on active cells, especially for projective purposes.
The active model area is bounded by no-flow cells to the east and west to simulate the surrounding
mountainous areas. During model development, Alternative Conceptual Models (ACMs) were explored
to test the function, plausibility and sensitivities of lateral boundary conditions along portions of the
northwestern and southern boundaries (Appendix A). These include: 1) general head boundaries (GHBs)
with varying conductances based on available head data; 2) constant head boundaries (CHBs); and 2)
specified fluxes (optimized using the parameter estimation methods). Unless otherwise stated, for the
ACMs presented in this report, GHBs were applied along the northern and southern boundaries
representing flux associated with Aravaipa Creek baseflow, and underflow along the southern lateral
about five miles south of the Willcox-Douglas Basin divide, respectively. Natural recharge is simulated
along mountain fronts and ephemeral streams flowing from the mountains using recharge cells (Figure
5).
Model Layer 1 of the model is simulated as an unconfined layer MODFLOW- LAYCON (1); mainly composed
of younger, unconsolidated alluvial sediments (sands, gravels, silts, clays and conglomerates), and
generally corresponds to the UBF deposits described by Brown and Schumann (1969).
Model Layer 2 is a fully convertible confined/unconfined layer MODFLOW- LAYCON (3) consisting of older,
more consolidated basin-fill sediments (including conglomerate, clay, sand and gravel) with some interbedded volcanics. Layer 2 generally corresponds to the LBF deposits described by Brown and Schumann
(1969). Layer 2 may be confined or unconfined in different areas. The bottom of model Layer 2, which is
the model bottom, generally corresponds to the estimated depth-to-bedrock Gootee (2013) (Figure 6).
Estimates of basin-fill unit thicknesses presented by Gootee (2013) were modified in some areas using
available well log data. When importing the model-layer elevations, the model pre-processor, Visual
MODFLOW, (Waterloo Hydrogeologic, 2015) may provide additional interpolation (such as inverse
distance, krieging, etc.). In recognition of potential interpretive inconsistencies created by the
interpolation process, cross-sections of rows and columns were evaluated, and in some cases modified,
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to ensure cell face continuity for respective model layers. Furthermore, numerous ACMs were developed
to understand sensitivities of model layer elevations, including truncating the model bottom.
Near the Willcox Playa, fine-grained sediments separate the upper and lower basin-fill aquifers and
restrict vertical groundwater flow. The restriction of vertical groundwater flow associated with the finegrained sediments is simulated through the calibration of independent vertical hydraulic conductivity
parameters (Kz), and horizontal hydraulic conductivity parameters (Kx and Ky). The implicit simulation of
vertical flow allows for a simpler model with fewer parameters yet facilitates full, 3-dimensional
groundwater flow properties.
Aquifer system compaction, regional land subsidence and earth fissuring due to historic groundwater
withdrawals have been significant over large parts of the Willcox Basin (Figure 7). However, it was beyond
the scope of this study to simulate the impacts of aquifer system compaction on the groundwater flow
system in the current version of the Willcox Basin area groundwater flow model.

Initial Aquifer Parameter Data
Initial data and estimates of aquifer parameters for the model were developed from available specific
capacity data and published ranges of values. Initial data and estimates of Kx ranged from less than 1 to 5
feet per day for fine-grained sediments (clays and silts) that comprise much of the Willcox Playa area.
Values generally ranging from 5 to 40 feet per day were estimated for coarse-grained sands, gravels and
conglomerates found in other areas of the Basin (Figures 8 and 9). Distributions of model-simulated
specific yield are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Initial zonation of aquifer properties was generally based
on the known extents of fine and coarse-grained sediments and the water-bearing characteristics of
different geographic areas of the model area. The initial zonation of aquifer properties was tested and
modified during the model calibration process.
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Figure 5 Willcox Model Grid and Boundary Conditions
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Figure 6 Depth-to-Bedrock in the Willcox Model Area
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Figure 7 Estimated Land Subsidence in the Willcox Model Area
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Figure 8 Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity (Kx) - Layer 1
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Figure 9 Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity - Layer 2
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Figure 10 Specific Yield - Layer 1
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Figure 11 Specific Yield - Layer 2
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Model Stress Inputs (Inflow and Outflow Components)
General Setting of the Model
The Willcox Basin is a closed groundwater basin and its lateral extents generally coincide with the
watershed boundaries. The pre-development groundwater flow system represents a state of hydraulic
equilibrium, where inflows are in balance with outflows. The pre-development groundwater flow system
was evaluated by Meinzer and Kelton (1913), who generally described shallow groundwater conditions
around the Willcox Playa, estimated regional hydraulic head contours, and provided qualitative
information about basin recharge sources, and information about groundwater discharge from shallow
wells and spring discharge. In pre-development times, groundwater mainly flowed from recharge
locations (Figure 12) toward the Willcox Playa; discharging from springs, seeps, evapotranspiration (EVT)
and from pumping shallow wells.

Natural Recharge
The USGS (1986) estimated natural recharge of 44,000 AF/yr for the Willcox Basin. Most natural recharge
originates along mountain front recharge (MFR) areas associated with Chiricahua, Pinaleno, Galiuro,
Winchester and the Dragoon Mountains. However, lower rates of natural recharge occur near the
Dragoon and Little Dragoon Mountains. Except for major ephemeral streams that extend into valley
centers, such as Turkey Creek, low rates of natural recharge are assumed to occur within central basin or
valley floor areas. Most natural recharge originates at significant distances from the valley pumping
centers; consequently, cyclical patterns of recharge along MFR areas become attenuated down gradient.
However, groundwater level and streamflow data from the Aravaipa Creek Basin suggest cyclical recharge
(from the Pinaleno and Galiuro Mountains) occurs in areas where the Aravaipa Creek Basin narrows.
Natural recharge was generally applied at optimized rates. It is assumed that steady state recharge rates
are reasonably consistent with long-term transient rates. Available data suggest cyclic recharge patterns
exist: for ACMs 1a, 1b, 3 and 4, natural recharge was modulated over three separate periods including:
1) a near-average rate 1940-1976; 2) a “wet” rate (1977-1995); and 3) the recent dry period (1996-2015).
For ACMs 2a and 2b, natural recharge was modulated at annualized rates, based on streamflow patterns
recorded along Aravaipa Creek (USGS 09473000).

Pre-development Groundwater Discharge
Steady state outflows consist of groundwater discharge from 1) springs located around the periphery of
the Playa, including Croton and Sulphur Springs; 2) flowing artesian wells located around the periphery of
the Playa; 3) modest rates of pumpage from shallow wells (equipped with horizontal centrifugal pumps)
mostly located in areas adjacent to the Willcox Playa (Meizner and Kelton, 1913); and 4) EVT outflows
including evaporation from upward seepage and evapotranspiration of riparian vegetation in shallow
water table areas in the general vicinity of the Playa.
The Willcox Playa has low hydraulic conductivity and serves as an effective barrier to groundwater flow.
Before development, there were upward vertical gradients near the Playa resulting in shallow water tables
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(Meinzer and Kelton, 1913). Although dominated by fine-grained material, the Playa was found to have
at least one zone of artesian flow (Schreiber, 1978). The steady-state conceptual model assumes that
most groundwater discharge occurred from major springs located along the fringes of the Playa (Croton
and Sulphur Springs), and from riparian evapotranspiration and pumpage from shallow wells. The
conceptual model also assumes that some groundwater discharge and evaporation occurred on the Playa
surface itself.
In some mountain-front areas, seeps and springs discharge groundwater from small, shallow aquifers that
are not directly connected to the regional basin aquifer system. These discharge features were not
explicitly represented in the regional groundwater flow model. Thus, the conceptual model assumes that
most pre-development groundwater discharge was distributed in the Willcox Playa area.

Agricultural Pumping and Recharge
Pumpage and agricultural recharge values used in the model are based mainly on data developed by the
U.S. Geological Survey. Other sources include ADWR, the Arizona State Land Department and the Arizona
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.

Background
Agricultural development in the Willcox Basin began as early as 1910 (Meinzer and Kelton, 1913). By
1928, an estimated 2,000 acres were being irrigated with about 4,000 acre-feet of groundwater in the
Steward area located northwest of the Town of Willcox (Brown and Schumann, 1969). Irrigated
agricultural land was general limited to the area northwest of Willcox through the 1930s and up until the
early 1940s. In the mid-1940s agricultural development began to increase dramatically rising from an
estimated 5,000 acre-feet in the mid-1940s to over 250,000 acre-feet by the mid-1960s (Table 1).
Groundwater withdrawals peaked during the late 1960s to mid-1970s when withdrawals were routinely
estimated over 300,000 acre-feet per year (USGS, 1994). Groundwater withdrawals decreased markedly
after the early 1980s, remaining relatively stable at about 110,000 acre-feet per year through the 1990s.
Starting in 2000, withdrawals gradually began increasing again and are estimated at an average of about
172,000 acre-feet per year from 2000 to 2014 (Table 1). Estimated annual groundwater withdrawals and
irrigated agricultural acreage from 1940 to 2014 that were initially used in the Willcox Basin groundwater
flow model are presented in Figure 13.
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Figure 12 Recharge Locations in the Willcox Model Area
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Table 1 USGS Estimated Groundwater Withdrawals in the Willcox Basin (1940 - 2014)
Year

Pumpage (AF)

Year

Pumpage (AF)

1940

2,000

1978

169,000

1941

5,000

1979

175,000

1942

5,000

1980

199,000

1943

5,000

1981

180,000

1944

5,000

1982

140,000

1945

5,000

1983

82,000

1946

15,000

1984

94,000

1947

20,000

1985

91,000

1948

23,000

1986

86,000

1949

28,000

1987

82,000

1950

35,000

1988

93,000

1951

38,000

1989

108,000

1952

39,000

1990

87,000

1953

94,000

1991

124,000

1954

105,000

1992

112,000

1955

110,000

1993

128,000

1956

120,000

1994

130,000

1957

135,000

1995

124,000

1958

155,000

1996

125,000

1959

183,000

1997

127,000

1960

195,000

1998

128,000

1961

184,000

1999

104,000

1962

180,000

2000

134,000

1963

180,000

2001

152,000

1964

220,000

2002

166,000

1965

250,000

2003

180,000

1966

240,000

2004

151,000

1967

300,000

2005

182,000

1968

290,000

2006

170,200

1969

291,000

2007

200,900

1970

289,000

2008

181,100

1971

309,000

2009

173,300

1972

292,000

2010

166,900

1973

305,000

2011

175,300

1974

339,000

2012

169,700

1975

293,000

2013

192,000

1976

306,000

2014

182,200

1977

220,000

2015

NA
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Estimated Annual Groundwater Withdrawals and Irrigated Acreage
in the Willcox Basin 1940 - 2014
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Figure 13 Estimated Annual Groundwater Withdrawals and Irrigated Acreage in the Willcox Basin 1940 - 2015
Source: USGS, 1994
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Pumpage Volume and Distribution
The estimated annual groundwater withdrawal volumes for the model were derived from withdrawal
estimates developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (Anning and Duet, 1994; and USGS, 2015). Prior to 1991,
the U.S. Geological Survey estimated groundwater withdrawals for irrigation of crops in Arizona using powerdivider methodology that included pump-efficiency and energy-consumption data (USGS, 2004). Since 1992,
estimated groundwater withdrawals for most areas of the state (including the Willcox Basin) were derived
from calculations based on crop acreages, consumptive water use requirements for specific crops, and
irrigation efficiencies for each county. Most cropped acreage used to estimate withdrawals by county were
from Arizona Agricultural Statistics Service annual reports from 1992 to 2001 (USGS, 2004). Consumptive
water use rates were determined using a modified Blaney-Criddle method (USBR, 1992). In 2004, the U.S.
Geological Survey in cooperation with ADWR and the Natural Resources Conservation Service and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation prepared a map of agricultural areas in Arizona (USGS, 2004). Since 2006, annual
agricultural groundwater withdrawals in the Willcox Basin have been based on satellite imagery, annual
ground-based crops surveys, irrigation efficiency estimates and crop-specific consumptive use.
The distribution of model pumpage was based on well locations obtained from ADWR’s Ground Water Site
Inventory (GWSI) well database, ADWR Well Registry (55 File) database and the Arizona State Land
Department’s inactive Well Registry (35 File) database. The 35 File is an inactive database of wells registered
with the State prior to the creation of ADWR. The 35 File contains extremely valuable historic well
construction data that are not always available in either the GWSI or the 55 File databases. Well locations,
water use, and construction data from all three well databases were compiled into a spreadsheet. The well
records were then analyzed and duplicate wells were matched. Relevant water use and construction
information from the matched well entries were combined into a single entry representing all available data
regarding a specific well. Small diameter wells used for stock watering and domestic use were eliminated
from the spreadsheet, leaving only wells deemed to supply irrigation, industrial or municipal water. The largediameter wells were then grouped by model cell, and an average well depth per cell was calculated. Cellspecific annual pumpage was assigned based on the percentage of estimated active agricultural fields that fell
within a cell and the estimated annual groundwater withdrawals (Figure 14). See the recharge distribution
discussion below for more details regarding crop acreage distributions. The initial vertical distribution of
pumpage was based on the cell-averaged well depth and was modified during model calibration.
The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that from 1991 to 2014 domestic pumpage in the Willcox Basin averaged
about 2,700 acre-feet per year (USGS, 2015). Exempt wells are generally sparsely distributed, particularly in
model cells with large amounts of irrigated land. However, some cells have very high concentrations of
exempt wells and each home is served by an individual well, or several homes may share a well. Domestic
pumpage from exempt wells was not explicitly assigned to cells where irrigation pumpage was simulated
because domestic pumpage would be very small compared to agricultural pumpage. In areas with high
concentrations of exempt wells and no irrigated lands, the number of exempt
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Figure 14 Locations of Wells Used to Simulate Pumping and Ag Recharge Zones
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wells were counted and each well was assigned a pumping rate of one half (0.5) acre-foot per year. The total
discrete domestic well pumpage assigned to the model in this manner is about 1,500 acre-feet per year. This
total also includes pumpage for several small community water systems.
Pumpage for the City of Willcox and other small water providers has only been reported to ADWR beginning
in 2006 through the small community water system program. The mean reported pumpage of small
community systems from 2006 to 2014 for the Basin was 1,575 acre-feet per year. The small system pumpage
was assigned to the general domestic exempt well pumpage except for the City of Willcox pumpage. Most of
the small community water systems individual wells were located in areas of high exempt well concentrations,
and were added to the exempt well pumpage distribution. City of Willcox pumpage was assigned to the model
based on the locations of city wells of record and completion dates of registered non-exempt city wells.
Assigned City of Willcox pumpage started at 250 acre-feet in 1949, when the first city well was drilled, and
gradually increased to about 800 acre-feet by the mid-2000s. The final annual domestic and municipal
pumpage simulated in the model is about 2,300 acre-feet per year.
The Apache Generating Station (AGS) is located about three miles south of Cochise, Arizona, near the
southwest edge of the Willcox Playa. The U.S. Geologic Survey estimates that between 1991 and 2014 average
annual withdrawals for the AGS were about 5,500 acre-feet per year. The simulated groundwater pumpage
for the plant started in 1963 when a 10 megawatts (MW) gas turbine generator was completed. Simulated
withdrawals increased steadily from 90 acre-feet in 1963 to 770 acre-feet in the late 1960s, reaching a
maximum of 5,500 acre-feet after 1978, when the plant reached its current base-load capacity of 605 MW.
The annual AGS pumpage was assigned to model cells based on the location and completion date of nonexempt wells registered to the station. The annual estimated station pumpage was evenly distributed
between existing wells and the well pumpage for each cell was summed and then assigned to the model well
package (Figure 14).

Agricultural Recharge Distribution
Total cropped acreage and the distribution of individual agricultural fields through time was not welldocumented for the Willcox Basin until relatively recently. The University of Arizona’s College of Agriculture
conducted crop surveys in the Willcox Basin beginning in the early 1940s and continuing until the early 1970s.
Using the crop survey data, the University of Arizona produced a series of maps delineating irrigated areas in
Arizona (Appendix B). The maps, showing irrigated areas in 1947, 1954 and 1963 are generalized and only
show areas that were irrigated in the 10 years preceding their publication date. The 1972 irrigated lands map
is based on air photos taken from May 1972 through October 1973, and shows irrigated areas over that time
period. There are no detailed maps showing the distribution of specific field crops in the Willcox Basin until
2006, when the USGS began using aerial photo mosaics combined with ground verification to develop GIS
shape files that delineated individual cropped fields, irrigation methods and crop types. These irrigated field
surveys and associated shape files are currently available for 2006 to 2014.
The distribution of cropped fields and associated incidental recharge for the model simulation period from
1940 to 2005 was divided into time periods based on the available irrigated crop maps (Appendix C). The five
time periods from 1940 to 2000 are: 1940-1949, 1950-1959, 1960-1969, 1970-1983 and 1984-1999. From
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2000 to 2014, the U.S. Geological Survey crop survey data were used to calculate and distribute annual
incidental agricultural recharge. Time periods, map sources, and methods used to calculate and distribute
incidental agricultural recharge are described below.
1940 to 1949
The first ten years of the model simulation used the University of Arizona’s 1947 agricultural crop map as the
basis for distributing agricultural pumpage and recharge (University of Arizona, 1947). Brown and Schumann
(1969) reported that in 1928, almost all irrigated land in the Willcox Basin was in the Stuart area located
northwest of Willcox, and that about 4,000 acre-feet of water was applied to 2,000 acres. By 1945, total
groundwater withdrawals from the Basin were estimated to be 9,000 acre-feet, with 8,000 acre-feet being
withdrawn from the Stuart area (Brown and Schumann, 1969). Using the average water application rate for
that time, about three acre-feet per acre (Brown and Schumann, 1969), the number of irrigated acres in the
Stuart area in 1945 was estimated to be about 2,600 to 2,700 acres.
The 1947 irrigation map has only about 600 acres digitized, all in the Stuart area. To determine where
additional irrigated areas were located in 1947, the location of wells with drill dates prior to 1946 were
projected onto a map along with the 1947 irrigated areas. This projection provided a method to cross check
well locations against the mapped 1947 irrigated areas, and also served as a starting point for assigning
additional potential irrigated areas to the 1940-1949 agricultural recharge distribution. There were 59 wells
located in the Stuart area with known drill dates between 1910 and 1946 that had large diameter casings, and
a water use coded for irrigation. Most fields shown on the University of Arizona’s crop map had wells either
within the mapped areas or located near the mapped fields. The areas around wells that had no mapped
fields nearby were examined using an aerial photo mosaic to determine if there was any indication of historic
irrigation. Following this procedure, an additional 2,160 acres of potentially irrigated land was added to the
1947 irrigated area map (Figure 15). This brought the total cropped acres for 1940-1949 to 2,760, which is
close to the estimated cropped acreage of 2,600 to 2,700 acres.
For modeling purposes, it was assumed that the distribution of cropped fields remained static from 1940 to
1949. The revised irrigated area map was superimposed over the model grid and the number of cropped
acres per cell was calculated. Each cell was then assigned a percentage of the total acres by dividing its
cropped acres by the total cropped acres. Cell-specific pumpage was assigned by multiplying the cell’s
cropped percentage by the estimated annual pumpage. Maximum annual agricultural recharge was
calculated by multiplying the estimated annual pumpage by 1- irrigation efficiency factor (1- IE). For this first
recharge phase, flood irrigation was assumed to have been used to deliver water to fields and a 65 percent
irrigation efficiency factor was assigned. Cell-specific agricultural recharge was calculated by multiplying the
estimated maximum annual agricultural recharge by a cell’s percentage of total cropped acreage.
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Figure 15 Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin (1947)
Dark green areas are original U of A Digitized Ag areas (Appendix B)
Brown areas are added Ag areas based on well construction data
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1950-1959
The University of Arizona’s 1954 agricultural crop map was used for the second pumpage period, 1950 to
1959. The amount of irrigated acres in the 1954 map, 43,160 acres, was assumed to remain constant during
this period. Estimated agricultural pumpage for the second pumpage period increased from 35,000 acre-feet
per year to as much as 183,000 acre-feet per year (Table 1).
The distribution of cropped acreage from the University of Arizona’s crop atlas was deemed to represent the
maximum extent of agriculture for this time period (Appendix B). All the cropped areas in the atlas are
assumed to have been continuously active during this time-period, and agricultural recharge was assigned to
cells with cropped areas. Total annual agricultural recharge and the cell-specific agricultural recharge were
calculated using the method described above. For this second recharge phase, irrigation efficiency was
assumed to increase through time with the introduction of improved water delivery methods. The irrigation
efficiency factor was also set at 65 percent for the second pumping period.
1960-1969
The University of Arizona’s 1963 agricultural crop map was used for the third pumping period, 1960 to 1969.
Again, the irrigated acres in the 1963 map, 75,400 acres, was assumed to remain constant during this period.
Estimated agricultural pumpage for the third pumpage period varied from 195,000 acre-feet per year to as
much as 291,000 acre-feet per year (Table 1).
The distribution of cropped acreage from the University of Arizona’s crop atlas was deemed to represent the
maximum extent of agriculture for this time period (Appendix C). All the cropped areas in the atlas were
assumed to have been continuously active during this time period, and agricultural recharge was assigned to
cells with cropped areas. Total annual agricultural recharge and the cell-specific agricultural recharge were
calculated using the method described above. For this third recharge phase, irrigation efficiency was assumed
to increase through time with the introduction of improved water delivery methods. The irrigation efficiency
factor was set at 70 percent for this period.
1970-1983
The University of Arizona’s 1972 agricultural crop map was used for the fourth pumpage period, 1970 to 1983.
The irrigated acres in the 1972 map, 122,200 acres, was assumed to remain constant during this period.
Estimated agricultural pumpage for the fourth pumpage period varied from a low of 82,000 acre-feet per year
to as much as 309,000 acre-feet per year (Table 1).
The distribution of cropped acreage from the University of Arizona’s crop atlas was deemed to represent the
maximum extent of agriculture for this time period (Appendix C). All the cropped areas in the atlas were
assumed to have been continuously active during this time period, and agricultural recharge was assigned to
cells with cropped areas. Total annual agricultural recharge and the cell-specific agricultural recharge were
calculated using the method described above. For this fourth recharge phase irrigation efficiency was
assumed to increase through time and the assumed irrigation efficiency factor was set at 75 percent.
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1984-2005
Agricultural pumpage peaked in the mid-1970s at over 300,000 acre-feet per year and then decreased rapidly
to less than 90,000 acre-feet per year by the mid-1980s (Table 1). For modeling purposes, it was assumed
that the cropped acreage footprint decreased as the pumpage decreased. An estimated cropping distribution
pattern for 1984 to 2005, was developed using the 2006 U. S. Geological Survey cropping data and an aerial
photo overlay.
The 1984 to 2005, crop distribution identified fields that may have been active during this time period and
includes about 53,600 acres or slightly less than one-half the irrigated area from the 1970s, a time of maximum
agricultural development. The estimated crop distribution probably over-estimates the extent of the cropped
footprint, however, there is no readily available crop distribution data available for this time period. The
estimated crop distribution was assumed to have remained active during the time period and agricultural
recharge was distributed to cells containing mapped crop areas (Appendix C).
Total annual agricultural recharge and the cell-specific agricultural recharge were calculated using the
methods described above. Irrigation efficiency was again assumed to have increased during this fifth recharge
phase, with the irrigation efficiency factor increasing from 75 percent in 1983 to 80 percent starting in 1990.
2006-2014
The final agricultural pumping phase runs from 2006 to 2014. Beginning in 2006, much more detailed
information is available on cropping patterns and irrigation practices in the Willcox Basin. Not only is the
general crop distribution pattern better known, but individual fields, their irrigation methods, and their crop
types have been mapped by the U.S. Geological Survey. This not only increases the accuracy of the recharge
distribution, but also enables a more accurate estimation of the volume of agricultural recharge. For the
period from 2006 to 2014, the data used to calculate and distribute agricultural recharge were based on crop
survey data from 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013, and 2014. Recharge for 2006 was assigned using 2006 crop data,
recharge from 2007 to 2011 was assigned using 2007 and 2009 crop data, recharge for 2012 and 2013 was
assigned using 2013 crop survey data and recharge for 2014 was assigned using 2014 crop data.
Agricultural recharge calculations for the previous recharge periods were based on general outlines of
irrigated areas. The generalized irrigated outlines were then overlaid with the model cell grid and the
percentage of those irrigated areas that fell within a specific cell were calculated. The irrigated area
percentages were then multiplied by the total estimated agricultural recharge to determine cell-specific
recharge. However, the most recent data, from 2006 to 2014, delineates individual fields, the crops grown in
the field, and the delivery method for the irrigation water. This allows field specific recharge to be calculated
using the consumptive use (CU) of the crop, the irrigation efficiency of the irrigation system delivering water
to the field and the size of the field. Using this method, the cell-specific recharge for a cell was summed by
multiplying the percentage of a field that falls within a cell by the field’s calculated recharge. If multiple field
fragments fall within a cell, then summing the various field fragments provided the cell-specific agricultural
recharge.
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Alternative Conceptual Models (ACMs)
One of the most important aspects of model development – and probably the greatest source of model
uncertainty - involves exploring alternative conceptual models (ACMs); see Hill (1998); Bredehoeft (2005);
Zhou and Li (2011). Based on available observation data, non-linear regression was used extensively to
calibrate the numerous ACMs. Some of the features explored during model development include the testing
of zones such as hydraulic conductivity zones (Kx, Ky and Kz), storage (specific yield and specific storage),
natural recharge, pumping distributions (over space and time, as well as vertical pumping distributions) and
exploring alternative Layer 1 -Layer 2 contact elevation sensitivity, agricultural return flow (incidental AG
recharge), boundary conditions including groundwater discharge as spring flow, EVT and underflow.
Accordingly, this report describes the testing of ACMs, and presents results for six plausible ACMs, including
simulated and observed heads, simulated drawdown (referenced from initial conditions) and simulated and
observed flow, over the calibration (1940-2015) and the projection period (2016-2115). For brevity, simulated
water budget information is provided for only one ACM (ACM1a). However, where relevant, attributes
associated with other ACMs are discussed in this report, and a summary table for select ACMs explored during
model development is presented in Appendix A. The six selected ACMs presented in this report are
summarized in the next section.
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Model Calibration Background
Non-linear regression (PEST)1 was used extensively to develop, calibrate and better understand the model and
associated model parameters and target data, boundary conditions and groundwater system stresses
(WinPEST, 2003). One of the objectives of non-linear regression is to minimize model error with respect to
observation data, or to minimize a weighted “objective function”. Accordingly, observation data, including
heads (measured groundwater elevations) and surface water flow data (USGS Aravaipa gauge flow), were
used directly to calibrate model parameters. The results of non-linear regression analyses can make the
calibration of model parameters transparent to the modeler and audience, and can facilitate the evaluation
of ACMs (Appendix C).
Many different ACMs were explored during model development. Each tested ACM solution was
systematically evaluated by comparing solutions with the same, common set of observation target data.
Ultimately for this report, results of six plausible, high-ranking ACMs based on four unique and plausible
pumping distributions were selected and optimized. To the extent possible, ACMs were tested for plausibility
by evaluating various metrics including:
1) Residual head errors
a. PHI, mean, absolute mean, RMS, normalized RMS, standard error of weighted residual and
unweighted residuals and/or groups of residuals
b. Spatial residual errors
c. Temporal residual error (simulated vs. observed hydrographs)
2) Residual flow errors
a. Willcox/Aravaipa and Willcox/Douglas Basin boundary fluxes (especially for steady-state
conditions) with respect to the conceptual-model stagnation points
b. Groundwater discharge along the northern boundary represented by Aravaipa Creek
baseflow
3) Model solution consistency with conceptual model

1

PEST is a program that couples to MODFLOW using non-linear regression (or inverse modeling) to estimate groundwater
flow model parameters by minimizing an objective function error. The objective function error is the sum of weighted
squared residuals, where residuals are the difference between simulated and observed: (1) heads, (2) flows (groundwater
discharge) and in many cases (3) a-priori information. An important feature of inverse models is the calculation of
parameter sensitivities and associated by-products (covariance matrix, parameter correlation, etc.), which provides
information about the reliability of model parameters, improving transparency of the model calibration to both the
modeler and audience.
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Besides expediting ACM evaluation, non-linear regression improves the understanding of parameter and
observation target data relations and sensitivities and boundary conditions. The methods used for model
development and calibration generally follow guidelines established by the U.S. Geological Survey (Hill, 1998).
During model development, many ACMs were explored and tested, subject to the two-plausible transient
pumping rates, including:
1) Hydraulic conductivity (K) K-zone distribution
a. All spatial K zone extents (horizontal Kx & Ky and vertical Kz)
i. Horizontal isotropy (Kx = Ky)
ii. Horizontal anisotropy (Kx ≠ Ky)
iii. Exploring alternative K-zones having higher and lower resolution
interestingly, refining / adding K-zones around the periphery of the Kansas
Settlement area did not reduce model error; in fact, NL-regression upgrades were
directed towards higher model error where it is assumed that low sensitivity
and/or parameter correlation thwarted progress
2) Natural recharge distribution
a. spatial and temporal distribution
i. Mountain front recharge (MFR) and tributary recharge
long-term MFR assigned at uniform rates per zone decadal, cyclical MFR zone;
annualized rates based on water level and streamflow data
ii. Basin valley recharge in valley floor areas
3) Boundary conditions (BCs) associated with steady and transient states and sensitivities
a. northern BCs
i. Specified flux in Layer 1 using different CHD and GHB configurations in Layer 2
ii. Explored extent of boundary (two cells vs. three cells)
b. southern BC
i. Specified flux
ii. Explored applying GHB, using alternative conductances and external GHB head
elevation and external GHB distances
c. EVT BC
i. Specified flux (steady state and transient)
ii. HDBs: alternative surface elevations for reference head threshold and maximum
EVT conductances (steady and transient states)
iii. Combinations of i and ii above.
4) Alternative target weighting associated with optimization process for: 1) steady-state, 2) transient
state only, 3) combined steady and transient state where stress period 1 equals steady-state
a. head targets: Layer 1 & Layer 2, isolated head weighting consideration
i. For some ACMs, some target groups were up-weighted to further explore aquifer
properties
b. flow targets: 1) Groundwater divides; 2) Aravaipa baseflow; 3) pre-development ET rates
about the Willcox Playa
i. The inclusion and/or omission of different flow targets provide information about
ACM uniqueness and parameter uncertainty
5) Incidental agricultural recharge (AG RCH) optimized using PEST
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6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

a. Although AG RCH was optimized, rates were strongly dependent on assigned transient
pumping rates
b. Four general AG RCH zones were optimized
c. Starting rates for each optimization were approximately 25% of assigned pumpage
Alternative pumping rates (for both the 1940-2015 and later-time 1995-2015 periods)
a. Pro-rated function of assigned screen interval (elevation) and associated Kx
b. Alternative pumping distributions over time and space, including scaling variation of
alternative pumping distributions
c. Model parameters were optimized, based on assigned (or fixed) pumping values
d. Tested simulated pumping on a seasonal basis
Aquifer storage as Sy and Ss
Alternative layer contact elevations (Layer 1-Layer 2 contact elevations)
Truncated the model bottom, which resulted in slightly higher model error
Various combinations of the above

Because the magnitude and distribution of historical groundwater withdrawals are subject to uncertainty,
numerous ACMs were independently calibrated to evaluate plausible ranges of historical pumpage (19402015). That is, different pumping distributions were assigned, and non-linear regression was used to optimize
model parameters, accordingly. Throughout the model development process, other ACM attributes (i.e.,
assignment of alternative K-zone distributions; alternative boundary condition type(s), alternative assigned
screening intervals, etc.) were tested in combination with a wide range of assigned pumping.
During the ACM-testing process it became apparent that ACMs based on pre-calibration conceptual pumping
estimates resulted in solutions that generally exhibited a higher degree of model bias, in that simulated heads
generally tended to be greater than observed heads. Additionally, simulated decline rates between 1990 and
2015 were generally lower than observed groundwater-level decline rates.
During the last phase of the model development process, general relations were established between
simulated pumping rates and respective model error, as defined by different measures of model-error
including PHI, mean head error, absolute mean head error, RMS head error, NRMS heads error, comparison
between observed and simulated flows (Figures 16 to 19), and consistency with conceptual model. Simulated
pumpage was categorized with respect to both the 1) long-term calibration period (1940-2015), as well as the
2) recent period (2015 pumping rate). Each optimized solution - as defined by model error - was related to
the respective pumping rate to create general relations between assigned pumpage (X-axis) and model
accuracy (Y-axis).
In general, “U-shaped” patterns evolved between simulated pumping and model error, providing a plausible
range for assigned pumpage (Figure 16). Plausible, long-term (1940-2015) annualized mean pumping rates
ranged between about 120,000 and 150,000 acre-feet per year, and were thus consistent with pre-calibration
conceptual estimates (~145,000 acre-feet per year). Optimal simulated pumpage between 1995 to 2015
ranged between about 180,000 and 250,000 acre-feet per year, which is consistent with some pre-calibration
conceptual estimates, but higher than other conceptual estimates (180,000 acre-feet per year, source USGS
crop-survey). Alternative calculations of crop consumptive use and estimated agricultural pumpage for 2014
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are presented in Appendix D. It should be noted that regional land subsidence and the release of water from
compression of inter-bed (IB) storage was not included in the simulations. If included, the simulation of water
released from IB storage would have resulted in a generalized increase in simulated heads, all else being equal.
This point further suggests that (generally) higher rates of simulated pumpage would be required to provide
calibration parity.
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Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (PHI & Absolute Mean) Sample # 48
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Figure 16 Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (PHI & AME)
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Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (RMS & Absolute Mean)
Sample # 48
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Figure 17 Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (RMS and AME)
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Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (Mean Head Residual: Sim-Obs) Sample # 48
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Figure 18 Simulated Pumping Rate in 2015 vs Model Error (Mean Head Residual)
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Mean Simulated Pumping 1940-2015 (AF/yr) vs Model Error (PHI, Abs Mean) Sample # = 48
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Results from six calibrated, high-ranking ACMs are presented in this report, based on four plausible simulated
pumping distributions; see Table 2 for model attributes.

Table 2 Attributes of Six Plausible Conceptual Models
ACM

Mean Annualized
Simulated
Pumping Rate:
1940-2015

Simulated
Pumping Rate:
2015

Attributes*/Comments about ACM and/or
Projection Assumptions

ACM 1a

136,400 AF/yr

237,400 AF/yr

SSTrPST_1209_ET7_SGHB.rec For projective
purposes, natural recharge was simulated at rates
consistent with rates assigned between 1940 and
1976, which was slightly below long-term
average.

ACM1b

136,400 AF/yr

237,400 AF/yr

SSTrPST_1209_ET7_SGHB.rec For projective
purposes, natural recharge was simulated at rates
consistent with the 2015 calibrated rate

ACM 2a

149,500 AF/yr

224,800 AF/yr

SSTrPST01142017adjPMP_EstX1_05.rec.
MFR
zone#2 simulates variable recharge based on
baseflow trends (annual) observed at Aravaipa
Stream USGS Gauge. For projective purposes,
natural recharge was simulated at rates
consistent with the long-term average rate.

ACM2b

149,500 AF/yr

224,800 AF/yr

SSTrPST01142017adjPMP_EstX1_05.rec.
MFR
zone#2 simulates cyclic recharge, based on
baseflow trends (annual) observed at Aravaipa
Stream USGS Gauge. For projective purposes,
natural recharge was simulated at rates
consistent with calibrated 2015 rate.

ACM 3

122,740 AF/yr

214,100 AF/yr

SSTrPST_1212QX09ET7_SGHB3.rec.
Scaled
variation of ACM1b. For projection purposes,
natural recharge was simulated at calibrated
2015 rate.

ACM 4

143,200AF/yr

249,820 AF/yr

SSTrPST_1209_ET7_SGHB.rec., Scaled variation of
ACM1 except AG RCH reflects increase AG
pumping. For projection purposes, natural
recharge was simulated at calibrated 2015 rate.

*Attributes related to inverse model solution. Final-forward simulations include minor refinements to select
parameters.
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Because of the inherent uncertainty associated with historical pumping estimates, a range of plausible
simulated pumping estimates and their respective, optimized solutions were used to evaluate the model
calibration (Table 3). Moreover, the simulated pumping distribution, assigned to the last calibrated stressperiod (2015), was applied at 2015 rates for the duration of the projection period. Thus, to an extent,
projection results assimilate pumping uncertainty into the model simulation results.

Table 3 Pumping Rate and Error Data for Six Alternative Conceptual Models
ACM

Mean Annualized Simulated
Simulated
Rate, 2015
Pumping
Rate:
1940-2015

Pumping Model Error (1940-2015)

ACM 1a & b

136,400 AF/yr

237,400 AF/yr

Φ=2,945. Head residual error mean=2.48;
abs mean=24.8; 39.1; NRMS=2.63.

ACM 2a & b

149,500 AF/yr

224,800 AF/yr

Φ=2,883. Head residual error mean=-2.81;
abs mean=28.6; 41.8; NRMS=2.81.

ACM 3

122,740 AF/yr

214,100 AF/yr

Φ=2,777. Head residual error mean=3.32;
abs mean=25.6; 39.4; NRMS=2.64

ACM 4

143,200AF/yr

249,820 AF/yr

Φ=2,945. Head residual error mean=2.48;
abs mean=24.8; 39.1; NRMS=2.63

*Attributes related to inverse model solution. Final forward-simulations include minor refinements to select
parameters. Φ based on inverse model solution (head and flows); mean, abs mean, RMS and NRMS from forward
simulation.

Groundwater Flow System
The Willcox Basin regional aquifer system includes the upper basin fill (UBF) and lower basinfill (LBF) aquifers.
Productive zones of the UBF and LBF exist in the northern and southern portions of the model area, extending
into Aravaipa Creek and Douglas basins, respectively. The hydraulic connection between the northern and
southern aquifer zones is significantly attenuated by the Willcox Playa (aquitard), located near the center of
the Basin.
Vertical groundwater flow is restricted, to varying degrees, throughout the Willcox Basin. In the southern
aquifer zone, an aquitard separates the UBF and LBF aquifers. Historically, springs existed along with artesian
flowing wells around the periphery of the Willcox Playa, indicating that upward vertical gradients existed
during steady-state and early development periods. During pre-development, the upward pressure of water
in regional aquifers was released near the Playa from springs, pumping shallow wells, EVT and diffuse
upwelling of groundwater seepage over broad areas (i.e., the Playa surface and peripheral areas). In terms of
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the pre-development (steady state) water budget, the relative magnitude of water budget components
associated with the Willcox Model are consistent with adjacent regional scale groundwater flow models with
similar attributes, including the San Simon Valley Sub-basin (ADWR, San Simon Groundwater Flow Model,
2015); and the Mimbres Basin, located in SW New Mexico (Cuddy, et al, 2011).

Groundwater Flow Conditions in the Northern Willcox Basin (UBF and LBF Aquifers)
The hydraulic head distribution along the northern basin divide form “saddle-shaped” contours (Figure 20).
On either side of the “ridge,” groundwater flow splits either to northwest (towards Aravaipa Canyon) or to
the south, towards the Playa. North of the Willcox-Aravaipa divide, groundwater flows through sequences of
alluvial sediments (Simons, 1964) until restricted by lower hydraulic conductivity materials northwest of
Klondyke, resulting in baseflow. An inferred fault, having a north-northwest trending direction, was identified
just north of Klondyke (Simons, 1964), and is located along Aravaipa Creek where baseflow emanates. Simons
(1964) also noted that Aravaipa Creek transitioned from ephemeral to maximum perennial baseflow, within
a short distance.
Significant groundwater development in the northern aquifer system began around 1940, resulting in regional
groundwater level declines and the formation of regional groundwater depressions north and south of the
Playa (Figure 21). Lowering groundwater levels have subsequently led to a northward migration of the
Willcox-Aravaipa groundwater divide as a cone-of-depression expanded. Historic groundwater pumping
north of the Playa has reversed groundwater flow in that area, toward the northern cone-of-depression.
Although local perched aquifers may exist along the Basin margins or within irrigated areas subject to
agricultural return flow, available head data indicate that there is minimal downward vertical gradient
associated with the northern UBF/LBF aquifer system, suggesting that northern regional groundwater flow
system is effectively in direct, or near-direct, hydraulic connection.
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Figure 20 ACM1a Northern Willcox Basin Simulated Layer 2 Heads (1940)
(Contour interval = 10 feet)
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Figure 21 ACM1a Northern Willcox Basin Simulated Layer 2 Heads (2015)
(Contour interval =10 feet)
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Groundwater Flow Conditions in the Southern Willcox Basin (UBF and LBF Aquifers)
During pre-development, the southern divide was assumed to be consistent with the watershed divide (Figure
22). Near the southern boundary, groundwater flow divided and flowed north and south, towards the Willcox
Playa and the Douglas Basin, respectively. Because groundwater discharge occurred near the Playa, it is
assumed that modest, upward vertical gradients existed during pre-development.
Significant groundwater development in the southern Willcox Basin and in the adjacent Douglas Basin has
reduced groundwater levels and altered groundwater flow patterns (Figure 23). In the southern Willcox Basin,
data indicate distinct hydraulic heads associated with the UBF and LBF aquifers in the Kansas Settlement,
Sunsites and Cochise areas. Recent groundwater level data collected in 2015 in the Kansas Settlement area
show that water-table elevations for wells screened at shallow depth are typically greater than 4,100 feet,
while hydraulic heads associated with the LBF aquifer cone-of-depression are now below 3,900 feet. The
southern UBF aquifer receives incidental agricultural recharge where percolating irrigation return flows are
generally restricted by fine grain materials, which function as a regional-scale aquitard. In the southern coneof-depression area, long-term pumping has resulted in a reversal of the vertical hydraulic flow gradient from
an upward-to-downward direction. Thus, simulation of the reversal of the vertical hydraulic gradient in the
pumping centers (in the southern Willcox Basin area), was a key objective of the groundwater flow model
development process. In addition, there are at least three sub-regional cones of depression in the southern
aquifer area, including the general Kansas Settlement area, the Cochise agricultural/power plant area and the
Sunsites area. Data indicate that the cone-of-depression associated with the Kansas Settlement area is
generally coalescing into a broader, regional-scale groundwater depression due to pumpage in the Sunizona
area.
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Figure 22 ACM1 Southern Willcox Basin Simulated Layer 2 Heads (1940)
(Contour interval = 10 feet)
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Figure 23 ACM1 Southern Willcox Basin Simulated Layer 2 Heads (2015)
(Contour interval = 10 feet)
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Calibration Target Data and Model Constraints
Head Targets and Weighting
Initially, steady-state models were calibrated to available data, including groundwater levels (head) and flow
targets. The primary purpose for developing steady-state models was to: 1) efficiently explore ACMs, 2)
understand parameter sensitivity and parameter interactions - including parameter correlation and 3) provide
a robust foundation for calibrating the transient model. Head targets included observations by Meizner and
Helton (1913) and groundwater level data from the GWSI database measured prior to significant groundwater
development (generally from the 1940’s, or before). In addition, steady state head targets were assigned
where records indicate available groundwater level data could be used to approximate pre-development or
near pre-development periods. In other words, only groundwater level data, not appreciably affected by
development, were used as head targets in the steady state model calibration. For most ACMs explored
during model development, a total of 441 head targets were used for steady state calibration purposes.
Once a good match between simulated and observed heads and flows for the steady-state period was
achieved, transient model development commenced. The first stress period associated with the transient
model was initialized to steady-state conditions, which generally provided greater sensitivity among modelled
parameters. For the transient calibration, about 2,650 head targets were assigned (Figure 24). Because most
observed water levels were first recorded after true pre-development conditions, many of the initial head
targets were temporally adjusted to reflect the transition from a true steady state to early-development
period.
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Figure 24 Hydrograph and Transient Head Calibration Target Locations
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For non-linear regression purposes, the assigned target weighting generally reflects confidence in the assigned
head target elevation, including measurement errors, uncertainty about the pumping or non-pumping status
of a measured well, observed heads influenced by conduit-flow between layers from well-casing construction
and cascading water. Assuming errors are random with a mean of zero, model-based errors were also
assimilated into weighting including: interpolation errors (spatial and/or temporal), discretization errors,
model layer assignment error and errors associated with incorrect assumptions about the groundwater
system state (i.e., steady state verses transient state). For example, model errors could originate from
assigning steady state head targets at locations where pre-development heads are in a state of dynamic
equilibrium: hence there is no single steady state target head, but only an associated range and uncertainty
for steady state purposes. This is most likely the case in portions of the Aravaipa Basin.
Transient based non-linear regression head errors are embedded in initial condition errors, but also reflect
transient-specific (inherent) errors, including the comparison of observed heads (usually measured during
pumping recovery states) against simulated heads, which are subjected to annualized or seasonal pumping
rates. In addition, model-based pumpage from one or more aggregated wells within a model cell (1 mile2) will
result in a simulated head distribution that is necessarily distinct from observed heads subject to stresses from
wells not typically located at cell centers. The majority of head targets were assigned weights of 0.025 ft-1,
reflecting a standard deviation of +/- 40 feet. Because of the paucity of data near the northern model
boundary and confidence of pre-development water table elevations approaching land surface with known
DEM altitudes, a relatively large weight of 0.04 ft-1 was assigned (i.e., a standard deviation of 25 feet was
assigned). To simulate head declines in better agreement with observed LBF heads in the Kansas Settlement
area, associated head weighting for targets in that area were increased.
Flow Targets and Weighting
Although limited in number, the inclusion of flow data provided important constraints for the model and
improved uniqueness of solutions. Tellingly, when flow data were included, the non-linear regression updates
tended to be “directed” towards more accurate head solutions. For example, a limited review comparing
model errors (defined by the objective function, Φ) between identical ACMs where the only difference was
that one ACM included flow constraints while the other did not, showed that Φ was actually lower for models
constrained with flow, despite having the additional flow terms included in Φ. This suggests that flow data
“informs” the numerical solution towards improved accuracy in ways that using only head data, alone, cannot.
This was evident when evaluating relations between model parameters and observation targets. Although
there are only four flow targets, they significantly contribute to constraining the solution. To better
understand relations between model parameters and observation targets, singular value decomposition (SVD)
was used to evaluate sensitivity matrices during model development (Appendices E and F).
As previously noted, the Willcox Basin is a closed basin that is in direct hydraulic connection with the Aravaipa
and Douglas basins to the north and south, respectively. Thus, both basin divides form hydraulic head “saddleshaped” contours with “ridges” defining where groundwater flow divides, following divergent flow paths. In
the north, the saddle ridge, defines the location where groundwater flows to the south, towards the Willcox
Playa, or northward towards the Aravaipa Creek Basin. Similarly, the southern saddle ridge defines the
location where groundwater flow divides, flowing northward, towards the Willcox Playa, or to the south,
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towards the Douglas Basin. The unique groundwater flow patterns associated with the Willcox Basin, including
the zero-flow assumption occurring along the basin “ridges” were exploited during the non-linear regression
process and helped “define” the saddle-shaped contours at both ends of the Willcox Basin.
Using MODFLOW’s Zonebudget program, two independent flow-zones were defined along both basin divide
ridges. Because the conceptual model assumes that each groundwater divide has negligible groundwater flow
across the ridge, flow target rates of 0 ft3/day were assigned, with high certainty, to each “ridge” zone,
accordingly. With both basin divides assigned a “ridge” flow target rate of 0 ft3/day, calibration “penalties”
accrued in (weighted) proportion to the deviation from the ideal target. During the non-linear regression,
these assigned flow targets tended to direct parameter upgrades, honoring the groundwater basin divides at
both ends. In a sense, the flow targets specified at both ends of the basin provided somewhat of a “closed”
solution, acting to stabilize the regression.
At the northern end of the model, near Klondyke, groundwater discharge as baseflow along Aravaipa Creek
was used as an additional flow constraint, re-enforcing the basin “ridge” divide flow targets, in combination
with head targets. In fact, when the head and flow constraints were used in combination with specified flux,
applied as an adjustable parameter in the non-linear regression, the resulting solutions tended to be unique.
Hence unique solutions were attained without the inclusion of prior information on fundamental model
parameters such as hydraulic conductivity. This allowed estimated parameters (and associated posterior
statistics) to be independently evaluated against observation data.
South of the Willcox-Douglas Basin divide, yet north of the southern model boundary, groundwater flow is
directed to the south, as indicated by the regional hydraulic gradient. During model development, both
specified fluxes and head-dependent boundaries were posed to better understand boundary influences.
When specified fluxes were assigned to represent the southern boundary, sensitivities were calculated.
Ultimately a general head boundary was used, referencing external head elevations associated with historical
water level changes in the Douglas Basin. For projective purposes, decline rates, consistent with recent
measured decline rates, were extended into the future.
The groundwater discharge target assigned along the northern model boundary was based on the long-term
(1940-2015) baseflow average for winter periods, with all runoff omitted. The long-term average winter
baseflow target rate with all runoff and high-and-low-end-baseflow outliers removed, is about 17.8 cfs; the
assigned weight for most ACMs tested, reflects an associated standard deviation of 1 cfs. During model
development, alternative flow targets were assigned. For example, a suite of ACMs was tested where flow
targets were based on averaged baseflow for early periods (1930s and early-1940s). Regardless of assigned
target, the most plausible solutions resulted in consistent simulated flow. Accordingly, the flow weight
assigned in PEST for both steady state and transient non-linear regression reflects the groundwater discharge
uncertainty.
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Steady State Calibration
During model development, alternative parameter configurations (K-zone distribution, recharge distributions,
boundary conditions, etc.) as described above, were explored and tested until a combination was found
resulting in a significant reduction in model error and bias (Figure 25). Subsequent testing of ACMs was
generally based on modest variations of initial, low model-error parameter configurations. In general, steadystate solutions having low model error resulted in transient solutions also having low model error. Initial
stages of model development focused on exploring and calibrating numerous ACMs over steady-state
conditions because: 1) simulation times using non-linear regression were much shorter compared to transient
optimization times; 2) the regression as posed was simpler in that storage parameters (Sy and Ss) are not
included; and, 3) auto-correlation affects: many fundamental model parameters were relatively sensitive
when constrained to steady-state conditions, thus allowing for efficient parameter upgrades.

Figure 25 Example of Steady-State Model Error Reduction During Parameter Estimation
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Simulated steady state water budget terms include:
-

-

-

-

Natural recharge – represented by four independent MFR zones;
o During model development, transient simulations of two zones were combined due to
negative parameter correlation for some ACMs
Groundwater discharge around the periphery of the Playa represented by:
o 1) spring discharge (Croton and Sulphur Springs) using the specified flux;
o 2) moderate rates of shallow well pumpage from horizontal centrifuges pumps; and
o 3) simulated groundwater discharge and seepage near and through the Playa at various time
during development, by specified flux and a head-dependent boundary (HDBs) using the EVT
package
Underflow to the north representing Aravaipa Baseflow
o simulated at various stages of model development as either specified flux or HDB
 using specified flux facilitated high parameter sensitivity and effective ACM
exploration
HDB were ultimately used for final transient simulations for all ACM presented herein

Transient Calibration (1940-2015)
Non-linear regression was used to optimize the transient calibration and better understand parameter
sensitivities in two different modes: 1) to optimize time-dependent stresses such as AG recharge, and storage
(Sy, Ss) using initial conditions based on plausible steady state ACM solutions; and 2) constrain the first stress
period to steady state and optimize the combined steady-transient solution to facilitate independent
estimates of hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge, underflow, etc., as well as time-dependent stress and
storage (Sy, Ss). Except for several storage parameters (Sy8 and Ss8) associated with several select ACMs,
storage and AG recharge were relatively insensitive.
For the transient calibration (1940-2015), system stresses include: 1) groundwater pumpage and natural
recharge cycles; 3) incidental agricultural recharge (AG recharge); and 4) groundwater discharge near the
Playa and Aravaipa Creek.

Simulated Transient Pumpage (1940-2015)
Initially, simulated transient pumping was based on U.S. Geological Survey estimates described earlier in the
report, and include recent crop-demand estimates from the U.S. Geological Survey (2014 = 171,000 AF/yr in
the model area). Although the initial pumping rate provided acceptable model fit for many areas, simulated
Layer 2 heads in the cone-of-depression around Kansas Settlement were much higher than respective
observation targets.
Some of the complex parameters and stress interactions include: 1) historical pumpage; 2) the vertical
distribution of pumpage per layer; 3) the assigned contact elevation separating model layers one and two; 4)
the estimation of Kz (calculation of Vcont) and estimation of Kx; 5) the rate of incidental agricultural recharge;
and, 6) declining water tables over time. The vertical distribution of simulated pumpage (per layer) was
explored by assigning different well-screen top and bottom elevations in conjunction with historical pumping
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rates. Note that the vertical distribution of pumpage per layer was proportionally assigned, based on the
product of effective screen interval and the respective Kx value. During model development, different pumping
rates and screen interval elevations, as well as other system parameters were optimized by non-linear
regression. As mentioned above, Layer 2 head targets for the Kansas Settlement area were up-weighted
during the calibration, in attempts to improve simulated heads. To further reduce model error, seasonality
was added to simulated pumping schedules, such that higher rates (2/3rd annual demands) were assigned to
represent the warmer growing season, while lower rates (1/3rd) represent the winter growing season.
It should also be noted that the current version of the model does not include the simulation of water released
from interbed storage (IB) due to inelastic compression of fine-grained sediments due to historic water level
decline. It is estimated that more than five feet of regional land subsidence has occurred in major pumping
centers, both north and south of the Playa. All else being equal, if the release of water from IB storage was
simulated, it is estimated that model simulated heads would increase by about 15 to 20 feet.
Evidence suggests that recent (1990s to 2015) pre-calibration estimates of pumpage are too low. Therefore,
ADWR conducted further investigations on crop demands in the Willcox Basin (Appendix G). ADWR’s
evaluation suggests that actual pumping rates may be higher than initial conceptual estimates.
Due to the uncertainty associated with historical pumpage, four distinct pumping rates are presented in this
report and consequently form the basis for ACM1 through ACM4. Model parameters and system stresses
associated with the ACMs have each been optimized to available target data. For information related to
simulated pumping, see Table 3.

Simulated Incidental AG recharge (1940-2015)
Incidental AG recharge was initially assigned at pre-specified rates of about 25% percent of the respective,
assigned pumping rate. Four independent AG recharge zones were defined, based on spatial proximity and
historical distribution of development (Figure 12). The four AG recharge zones include: 1) AG RCH Zone 14,
representing the AG area north of the Playa; 2) AG RCH Zone 15, representing the AG area southwest of the
Playa (Cochise and Sunsites); 3) AG RCH Zone 16, representing the AG area associated with the general Kansas
Settlement area and 4) AG RCH Zone 17, representing the AG area in the SE portion of the Willcox Basin
(Sunizona). Each of the four AG recharge zones were then optimized in PEST as independent parameters.
Adding a lag factor of ten years to account for the time it takes for excess irrigation water to percolate through
the unsaturated zone from the land surface to the water table was briefly explored, and found to be relatively
insensitive.

Simulated Boundary Conditions in the North and South
The northern model boundary (simulated using either specified flux, or GHB assigned to model row 1, columns
1, 2 and 3, is assumed to effectively represent the basin fill subsurface flux and groundwater discharge
(baseflow) of Aravaipa Creek. The northern model boundary is located about four miles southeast of the
location where Aravaipa Creek baseflow begins. Simons (1963) indicates that Aravaipa baseflow, “achieves its
full flow within a few tens of feet downstream from a dry bed.” The long-term mean, winter baseflow rate
observed at USGS 09473000 is about 17.8 cubic feet per second (cfs) (excluding runoff, and high-end or low52 | P a g e

end baseflow outliers). The lateral extent of the northern boundary was evaluated during model development
using specified flux cells (where system parameters are at their most sensitive). Variations of the simulated
underflow distribution were explored; for example, when the assigned three mile underflow extent (i.e., 3
model cells) was reduced to two miles (or two model cells), the resulting solutions were very comparable,
suggesting that the flux measure constraint itself is the robust feature of the BC, and is not overtly scaledependent. This is reassuring since the basin geometry (basin fill vs. fracture flow) is subject to uncertainty;
however, the flux target constraint anchors the solutions towards uniqueness. For all tested high-ranking
AMCs, simulated groundwater discharge rates were consistent, whether using a head-dependent or specified
flux boundary. The Aravaipa baseflow provides a robust model constraint in combination with the other head
and flow calibration targets. Ultimately, a GHB was assigned to all forward models.
The GHB represents flux through the basin fill alluvium as it narrows (funnels) towards the Aravaipa Canyon,
and is represented by three GHB cells located along model row 1, columns 1 to 3. Various GHB conductance
values (in part a product of external head elevation, external distance and horizontal hydraulic conductivity)
were explored during model development. For most ACMs, the head elevation and distance assigned to the
northern GHB were 3,400 feet and 5,280 feet, respectively. See the simulated water budget (Tables 4, 5 and
6) for information about simulated underflow.
The southern model boundary is located about six miles south of the Willcox-Douglas Basin divide. With
respect to initial conditions, groundwater level declines from significant pumpage in both the southern Willcox
Basin and the Douglas Basin have modified groundwater conditions, including the location of the divide, head
elevations and hydraulic gradients. Thus, heads along the southern boundary are dynamic. Because the
southern model boundary is closer to Douglas cone-of-depression, the hydraulic gradient between the
Willcox-Douglas divide and the southern boundary area influences groundwater flow, which flows from north
to south.
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Discussion of Model Results
During model development, non-linear regression was used extensively to calibrate and evaluate ACM
solutions by evaluating model error statistics and consistency with the conceptual model. The development
and identification of accurate steady state ACMs generally facilitated the development of accurate transient
models. Conversely, steady-state models exhibiting unacceptable model error consequently resulted in
transient solutions having significant model error. Accordingly, only plausible steady state ACMs were selected
for further optimization during the transient simulation non-linear regression process. For all tested models,
the first stress period was constrained to steady state conditions.
Due to the uncertainty associated with historical pumpage, several plausible ACMs are presented in this
report. For ACM details, see Tables 2 and 3. For information related to the calibration and observation targets,
see Appendix C. For simulated water budget information for ACM1a, see section below. Additional simulated
water budget information for ACM1b, ACM2a & b, ACM3 and ACM4, is available upon written request.

Steady State Results (ACM1a)
Simulated UBF steady state groundwater level contours and flow directions are shown in Figures 26 and 27.
The direction of flow is indicated by red (downward), blue (upward) and green (horizontal) arrows (Figure 27).
The length of arrows represents the relative magnitude of flow. Note how the simulated groundwater flow
patterns are generally directed from points of groundwater recharge toward the margins of the Willcox Playa
and toward other areas of groundwater discharge in the Aravaipa and Douglas basins. Figure 28 shows
groundwater level contours for the LBF aquifer. Figure 29 shows the difference between simulated Layer 1
and Layer 2 heads. In general, areas of upward vertical gradient were found in the central parts of the Basin,
particularly near the Willcox Playa where most groundwater discharge occurred. Areas with downward
vertical gradients were generally observed in marginal areas, often associated with recharge zones (Figure
27). Figure 30 shows the simulated steady state depths-to-water for ACM1.
The spatial distributions of weighted steady state and early-transient period residuals are shown in Figure 31.
Note that early-period measurements, not impacted by significant groundwater development, were included
in the residual analysis map to increase the sample size and provide better spatial representation of the
transition period between pre-development and development conditions. Additionally, more wells were
available for measurement due to the increase in well drilling in the 1940s and early 1950s. Nonetheless,
early period residuals were interpolated with respect to time, and thus provide an objective representation
of the early-period head distribution. Although some residual head patterns are evident, statistical analysis
indicated, on a regional-scale basis, that the weighted residuals were generally randomly scattered about
zero.
The simulated steady state (pre-development) water budget is provided for ACM1a (Table 4).
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Figure 26 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Upper Basin Fill Layer 1 Simulated Heads (1940)
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Figure 27 ACM1a Simulated Groundwater Flow, Magnitude and Direction, Layer 1 (1940)
The direction of flow is indicated by red (downward), blue (upward) and green (horizontal) arrows. The olive-green and caramelcolored cells are inactive. The length of arrows represents the relative magnitude of flow.
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Figure 28 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Layer 2 Simulated Heads (1940)
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Figure 29 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Difference in Simulated Layer 1 and Layer 2 Heads
(1940)
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Figure 30 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Depth-to-Water (1940)
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Figure 31 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Weighted Early Time Residuals (1940-1954)
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Table 4 ACM1a Steady State Water Budget (1940)
Inflow
Natural Recharge

ACM1: Simulated Steady-State Water Budget (1940)
Rate (AF/yr)
Comments
Approx 60% from Chiricahua Mtns
43,844

Total System Inflow

43,844

Out Flow
Underflow to the North*

12,754 (17.6 cfs)

Groundwater Discharge / Playa Seepage**

28,064

Underflow to South***
Total System Outflow

3,048
43,866

and tributaries

Simulated as GHB; baseflow
target=17.8 cfs
Simulated as combination EVT cells
(83% HDB cells) and specified flux
(17%)
Simulated as GHB

MBE=0.0024

*Located in Aravaipa Basin. Groundwater discharge as baseflow (long-term dynamic equilibrium) along upper Aravaipa Creek.
Baseflow separation-based, conceptual estimate of 17.8 cfs. **Groundwater discharge as upwelling, seepage through Playa as
function of modest upward vertical gradient (hdb); also includes shallow well pumpage and flowing artesian well discharge, see
text and Miezner (1914). ***Located in Douglas Basin. Southern underflow boundary located about 6 miles south of WillcoxDouglas Basin groundwater “Saddle” Divide.

Transient Results (1940-2015)
Simulated Layer 1 drawdown for the transient calibration period (1940 to 2015) is shown in Figure 32.
Simulated 2015 Layer 1 head contours and flow directions are shown in Figures 33 and 34. These figures
indicate the development of multiple cones of depression in regional pumping centers located north and
south of the Willcox Playa. Maximum simulated Layer 1 drawdown in the major pumping centers was about
200 feet (Figure 32). Some model cell dewatering was also indicated by 2015 for some Layer 1 cells located
near pumping centers and along basin margins. Simulated 2015 Layer 2 heads are shown in Figure 35.
Simulated Layer 2 drawdown for the transient calibration period (1940 to 2015) is shown in Figure 36. Figure
36 shows that groundwater declines in and near pumping centers were generally greater in the confined
aquifer system (Layer 2) than in the overlying unconfined aquifer (Layer 1). Near Kansas Settlement, there
are localized areas where simulated drawdowns are accentuated due to negative boundary affects associated
with the Willcox Playa. Observation data recorded under pumping conditions show long-term declines exceed
350 feet (see hydrograph for D (16-25) 05dad, Figure H8, Appendix H). However, more representative,
regional-scale simulated declines show that drawdowns north and south are generally about 200 and 300
feet, respectively. Figure 37 shows the difference between simulated Layer 1 and Layer 2 heads. In general,
pumping in and around areas of upward vertical gradient, which occurred during steady-state in the central
parts of the basin, particularly near the Willcox Playa (Figure 37), had reversed in gradient by 2015. However,
simulated vertical gradient reversal or reduction was less in areas north of the Willcox Playa (Figures 27 and
37). Figure 38 shows the simulated 2015 depth-to-water for ACM1.
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Comparisons between model simulated heads and target heads generally show good correspondence in most
parts of the model area. Comparison hydrographs for several observation wells are shown in Appendix H.
Review of hydrograph data reveal significant groundwater declines, ranging between 100 to 300 feet in some
of the agricultural pumping areas. Comparison of model simulated groundwater discharge (representing
baseflow to Aravaipa Creek) and the U.S. Geological Survey stream gauge on Aravaipa Creek are shown in
Figure 39. For all ACMs except ACM2a and 2b, natural recharge was coarsely modulated for three distinct
periods including 1940 to 1976 (near-average period), 1977 to 1995 (“wet” period) and 1996 to 2015 (“dry”).
For ACM2a and 2b, natural recharge associated with the northern portion of the model was assigned
annualized pulses, based on streamflow patterns observed at Aravaipa Creek (Figure 40).
Further information on the transient model calibration, parameter distributions, sensitivity analysis and
inversion statistics are provided in Appendices D, E, and F.
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Figure 32 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Drawdown Layer 1 (1940 to 2015)
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Figure 33 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Upper Basin Fill Layer 1 Simulated Heads (2015)
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Figure 34 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Groundwater Flow in Layer 1 (2015)
The direction of flow is indicated by red (downward), blue (upward) and green (horizontal) arrows.
The length of arrows represents the relative magnitude of flow.
The olive-green and caramel-colored cells are inactive and/or dry.
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Figure 35 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 2 Heads (2015)
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Figure 3630 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 2 Drawdown (1940 to 2015)
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Figure 3731 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Difference in Simulated Layer 1 and Layer 2 Heads
(2015)
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Figure 3832 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Depth-to-Water 2015
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Table 5 ACM1a Transient Water Budget (1940 - 2015)
ACM1: Simulated Water Budget in Annualized Rates of AF/yr for 1940-2015

InFlow
Storage IN
Natural Recharge

Rate (AF/yr)
119,140
51,215

AG Recharge
Total System InFlow

39,998
210,354

Out Flow
Storage OUT
Well Pumpage
GW discharge as ET

42,567
136,373
13,164

Underflow to North

12,978 (17.6 cfs)

Underflow to South
Total System Outflow
Change-in-Storage

4,921
210,003
-76,573 (overdraft)

Comments

About 60% from Chiricahuas and associated
Tributaries

Most ET occurs early, decays to low rate latetime
Applied as GHB, Represents Aravaipa Creek
baseflow; separated during winter periods

Cumulative change-in-storage:
5.739 M AF

Simulated mass balance error (1940-2015) was 0.166%. {Note leap year days not included; period actually represents 74.949
years}
Mean simulated pumpage consistent with conceptual estimates. Simulated well pumpage for year 2015 was 237.9 K AF/yr,
higher than conceptual estimates. Simulated pumping ranges were rigorously explored during model development; see text
for details.
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Observed and Simulated Flow Northern Boundary Condition (cfs)

Observed and Simulated Flow (1940-2015), Aravaipa Baseflow
35

Annual Mean Baseflow Aravaipa
(winter with runoff omitted) = 17.8
cfs

30

Sim Flow 123K Proj_NatRCH_Low.
1940-2015 mean= 17.1 cfs; 2115
rate =10.5cfs

25

Sim Flow, 136K Proj_NatRCH: 19402015 mean =17.9 cfs; rate at 2115 =
15 cfs

20

Sim_Flow_136K_Proj_NatRCH_Low;
1940-2015 mean=18cfs; 2115
rate=11.7cfs

15

Sim Flow, 144K Proj_NatRCH: 19402015 mean =17.9 cfs; rate at 2115 =
11.7 cfs

10

5

11/1/1939

Flow, 150K, Cyclic_Proj_NatRCH_UP
(mean 20.0 cfs; 2115 rate=19.3 cfs)

11/1/1959

11/1/1979

11/1/1999

11/1/2019

Yearly_Cyclic_RCH_Flow, 150K:
1940-2015 mean 20.0 cfs; rate at
2115=11cfs

Figure 39 Observed and Simulated Aravaipa Creek Baseflow (1940-2915)
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Figure 4033 USGS Streamgage 09473000 Aravaipa Creek Near Mammoth, AZ
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100-Year Projection
Assumptions
Future groundwater conditions were projected for the period 2016 to 2115. Stresses applied during the last
year of the transient simulation were generally retained for the projection period. Because seasonality was
assigned to pumpage during the calibration period (two stress periods per year), the 100-year projection
period consists of 200 stress periods. Therefore, the total transient calibration period plus the 100-year
projection is comprised of 349 stress periods, covering 175 years.
Along the northern boundary, groundwater levels are assumed to retain long-term dynamic equilibrium
conditions, oscillating around a mean value. Accordingly, the external head elevation and external head
distance assigned to the GHB boundary for ACM1a were 3,400 feet and 5,280 feet, respectively.
Groundwater flow conditions near the southern boundary, as well as the Willcox-Douglas Basin divide, are in
dynamic state of long-term decline. As such, future groundwater conditions and water level change trends
along the southern boundary are difficult to project far into the future. In recognition of this difficulty, a
composite of ADWR Index wells located south of the model boundary in the Douglas Basin were used to
provide guidance for the projective period. Accordingly, the external head elevations were assigned a decline
rate, consistent with current patterns. Although the future southern boundary conditions are difficult to
project, the external head elevations assigned to the southern GHB are at significant distances from the major
cones of depression in the Willcox Basin, and therefore attenuate the sensitivity and influence of this
boundary on model projections.

Projection Results, 2016-2115
The water budgets from the 100-year transient projection simulation for ACM 1a are provided in Table 6. The
simulated 100-year change in groundwater storage was about -14.8 million acre-feet. Simulated drawdown
from 1940 to 2115 for ACM1 is shown in Figures 41 and 42 for Layer 1 and Layer 2, respectively.
Projected 2115 Layer 1 head contours and flow directions are shown in Figures 43 and 44. These figures
indicate continued deepening of cones of depression in regional pumping centers located north, west and
south of the Willcox Playa. Maximum simulated and projected Layer 1 drawdown from 1940 exceeded 400
feet in the regional pumping center north of Willcox and exceeded 360 feet in the Kansas Settlement area
south of the Willcox Playa (Figure 41). Significant model cell dewatering was projected by 2115 for many
Layer 1 cells located near pumping centers and along basin margins. By 2115, maximum projected Layer 2
drawdown in the Kansas Settlement area exceeded 520 feet (Figure 42). Simulated 2115 Layer 2 heads are
shown in Figure 45.
Figure 46 shows the difference between simulated Layer 1 and Layer 2 heads. By 2115, model projections
indicate that long-term groundwater pumping had essentially eliminated upward vertical gradients in almost
all parts of the model area. Figure 47 shows the projected 2115 depth-to-water for ACM1.
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Table 6 ACM1 Projection Water Budget (2016 - 2115)
ACM1: Simulated Water Budget in Annualized Rates of AF/yr for 2016-2115

InFlow
Storage IN
Natural Recharge*

Rate (AF/yr)
191,348
35,789

AG Recharge
Total System InFlow

66,237
293,374

Out Flow
Storage OUT
Well Pumpage**
GW discharge as ET

43,026
232,614
1,754

Underflow to North***

11,629 (16.1 cfs)

Underflow to South
Total System Outflow
Change-in-Storage

3,518
292,541
-148,322 (overdraft)

Comments

About 60% from Chiricahuas and Tributaries

General reduction; to an extent, incidental
AG recharge sustains water table elevations
Represents mean Aravaipa Creek Baseflow,
simulated as GHB
Simulated as a GHB
Cumulative change-in-storage: -14.73 MAF

Simulated mass balance error (2016-21215) was 0.28%. {Note leap year days not included; period actually represents 99.9319
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Figure 41 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 1 Drawdown (1940 to 2015)
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Figure 42 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 2 Drawdown (1940 to 2115)
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Figure 4334 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 1 Heads (2115)
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Figure 4435 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 1 Groundwater Flow (2115)
The direction of flow is indicated by red (downward), blue (upward) and green (horizontal) arrows.
The length of arrows represents the relative magnitude of flow. Dry cells are olive-green.
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Figure 45 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Layer 2 Heads (2115)
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Figure 46 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a
Difference in Simulated Layer 1 and Layer 2 Heads (2115)
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Figure 4736 Alternative Conceptual Model 1a Simulated Depth-to-Water (2115)
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Summary of Model Results
A numerical groundwater flow model (model) was developed to simulate regional groundwater flow
conditions in the Willcox Basin area. The primary objectives for developing the model include 1) to gain a
better understanding of the regional groundwater flow system and associated parameters; and 2) to use the
model as a tool for projecting groundwater flow conditions in the future. The groundwater flow model was
developed and calibrated to simulate groundwater flow conditions in the Willcox Basin during predevelopment conditions (steady state, circa 1940) and the 75-year transient period between 1940 and 2015.
In addition, the model was used to simulate a 100-year projection from 2016 to 2115. This report provides: 1)
information about the groundwater flow system; 2) the model development process, including the calibration
and testing of alternative conceptual models (ACMs); 3) model calibration and projection results and
discussion and 4) model limitations.

Table 7 ACM (1-4) Simulated Mean Annual Pumping Rate (1940 - 2015) and 2015
ACM

Mean Annual 1940-2015 Pumping Rate

2015 Pumping Rate

ACM1a & ACM1b

136,400 AF/yr

237,400 AF/yr

ACM2a & ACM2b

149,500 AF/yr

224,800 AF/yr

ACM3

122,40 AF/yr

214,100 AF/yr

ACM4

143,200 AF/yr

249,820 AF/yr

Due to the uncertainty of historical groundwater pumpage and future natural recharge, several plausible
ACMs were developed and calibrated. Both observation data and modeling indicate significant declines in
regional groundwater levels due to long-term groundwater pumping (Table 7). For the 1940 – 2015 calibration
period, the cumulative change-in-storage for the six ACMs presented in this report ranged from 4.9 to 6.2
million acre-feet (Table 8). For the total calibrated and projection period, 1940 – 2115, the cumulative net
change-in-storage for the six ACMs presented in this report ranged from 18.9 to 24 million acre-feet.
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Table 8 ACM (1-4) Cumulative Change in Storage (1940-2015) and (1940-2115)
ACM

Cum Change-in-Storage 1940-2015

Cum Change-in-Storage, 1940-2115

ACM1a

5.74 M AF

20.56 M AF

ACM1b

5.74 M AF

22.83 M AF

ACM2a

6.167 M AF

18.89 M AF

ACM2b

6.167 M AF

22.86 M AF

ACM3

4.914 M AF

19.8 M AF

ACM4

6.165 M AF

24.0 M AF

The six ACMs presented in this report are considered plausible conceptual models that generally represent
regional-scale groundwater flow patterns. It is recommended that information from all plausible ACMs be
used to inform water management decisions in the Willcox Basin. Estimates of groundwater in storage based
on results of the six ACMs presented in this report for 1940, 2015 and 2115 are: 80 – 97 million acre-feet, 73
– 92 million acre-feet and 57 – 78 million acre-feet, respectively. However, it must be noted that much of the
remaining groundwater in storage is at significant depth and may not be practical to remove.
Assumptions used to represent the northern boundary condition during the 1940-2015 calibration were
retained for the projection period. For the southern model boundary, it was assumed that the groundwater
level trends observed during recent periods be applied for the projection period. However, because of
impacts from pumping both to the north (Willcox Basin) and south (Douglas Basin/INA), as well as the dynamic
basin divide between Willcox and Douglas, the assignment of the southern boundary conditions is more
complex and carries greater uncertainty.
During the 100-year projection period, a number of model cells became inactive, including cells along the
southern boundary, due to simulated heads dropping below layer bottoms. Although the impact of accruing
dry cells may compromise model function in local areas (basin margins for example), the loss of model cells
through 2115 is not thought to adversely affect the simulated regional scale groundwater flow system
patterns.
Both data and modeling indicate significant, continued declines in regional groundwater levels due to
continuing groundwater overdraft. The average annual net change-in-storage (net loss of groundwater from
storage or depletion) rate for the ACMs presented in this report during both the calibration and projection
period, ranged from about 110,800 AF/yr to over 137,000 AF/yr. For the six ACMs presented herein, the longterm (1940-2115) simulated drawdown for the cone-of-depression north of the Playa ranged from 376 to 540
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feet. For the six ACMs presented herein, the long-term (1940-2115) simulated drawdown for the LBF aquifer
in the Kansas Settlement and Sunsites areas, ranged from 747 to 917 feet, and 496 to 636 feet, respectively.

Model Limitations
The model was designed as a tool to better understand regional scale groundwater flow patterns, including
simulated heads and simulated flows (i.e., water budget components). The model was not specifically
designed to provide site-specific information about local-scale groundwater flow conditions, and the extent
of scale-dependency associated with this model is unclear. Additionally, because the model was calibrated
over a 75-year period, using two seasonal stress periods per year, the model cannot provide precise estimates
of short-term groundwater flow responses such as daily pumping cycles. Six plausible ACMs are presented in
this report. However, there are other ACMs, including many listed in Appendix A, that also yield plausible
solutions. Based on the available data, or data that may be collected in the future, there may be other
untested conceptual models that result in lower model error, or reveal model bias among currently plausible
ACMs listed herein.
Data are sparse in areas outside the valley center. Along the model edges the basin fill sediments become
thin, and there is significant uncertainty regarding unit elevations and unit thicknesses where alluvial materials
pinch-out; see cross-sections in Appendix I. During the steady-state simulation, the inversion statistics indicate
some parameter correlation exists between MFR, underflow and hydraulic conductivity. As previously noted,
parameter correlation was reduced by the inclusion of flow targets. However, if assumptions about calibration
target information, including groundwater underflow along the southern boundary, or additional information
about K and/or unit thickness change in the future (i.e., new information about the magnitude and distribution
of K for basin fill materials), resulting solutions could alter the model simulation results; areas along the model
edges would, most likely, be sensitive to changes in the conceptual model and initial conditions.
The continual decline of groundwater levels increasingly resulted in “dry” or inactive model cells, especially
during the later portions of the projection period. It is unclear how accruing inactive model cells – formerly
active during the “calibration,” compromise the model function. While the northern model boundary
experienced little change from the transient calibration period through the projection period due to significant
distance to pumping centers, the southern boundary condition is more directly impacted by stresses from the
north (the Willcox Basin) and the south (the Douglas Basin). Therefore, the treatment of the southern
boundary may influence and thus adversely impact active cells, especially near the southern model boundary.
Although the final cumulative mass balance error was acceptable, the model may be susceptible to numerical
instabilities, especially along model edges where cell unit-thickness and/or saturated thicknesses become
thin, or subject to dewatering. During model development, a few problematic cells were de-activated prior to
the transient simulation to reduce mass balance errors. Although many ACMs were explored during model
development, ACM-testing was not exhaustive. Further ACM exploration based on available data (or data
collected in the future), may reveal alternative conceptualizations resulting in similarly accurate, or more
accurate, long-term projections.
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Model Peer Review
During the model development and calibration process, ADWR contacted with the environmental and water
resources firm of S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc, (SSPA) to review a preliminary version of the Willcox
model (SSPA, 2016). The conclusions and recommendations of the SSPA model review were subsequently
used by ADWR to guide the final model calibration process and identify potential future model refinements
(Appendix J).
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Appendix A
Alternative Conceptual Models
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Summary of Selected Tested ACMs (1940-2015)
Selected Alternative Conceptual Models (ACMs), Post-SSPA Review. All (post-SSPA) solutions apply seasonal
pumpage, unless otherwise noted.
ACM Feature, *.rec file name.
ACM Attributes. Residual error convention: sim-obs. Mean = μ;
Absolute Mean=Aμ; Root mean square=RMS; normalized
Miscellaneous Comments
SSTrPST_1209_ET7_SGHB3.rec
34 estimated-parameters. ACM1. Good solution.
SSTrPST_1212QX09ET7_SGHB3.rec. 34-estimated
parameters. Good solution.
SSTrPST01142017AdjPMP_EstX1_05.rec. 37estimated parameters; independent MFR,
tributary; and northern and southern flux. ACM2.
Good solution.
SSTrPST_1212QX09ET7_SGHB3.rec
34-estimated-parameters. ACM3. Good solution.
SSTrPST1211_QX0_7ET_F5SGHB.rec
35-estimated parameters. Solution exhibits oversimulated bias, due to low simulated pumping.
SSTrPST_1212QX07ET7_SGHB3.rec. 34-estimated
parameters. Inaccurate solution: exhibits oversimulated bias, due to low simulated pumping;
application of GHB along northern border reduced
parameter sensitivity, with respect to the
assignment of specified flux.
SSTrPST0216150K225K_41X37.rec. Created alt
observation grouping for truncated Jacobian -*.sen
&SVD. M= [41X37]. Good solution.
SSTrPST_1212QX08ET7_SGHB3.rec. Estimated 34
parameters. Model exhibits modest over-simulated
error due to low sim pumping. Allowed for 13upgrade cycles (890 iterations).
SSTrPSTBaseX08DNrateSGHBlowscrn100.rec
Estimated 35-parameters. Modest over-simulated
bias due to low pumping. Replacing GHB with flux
parameter accelerated PHI reduction.
SSTrPST_1215QX105ET7_SGHB3.rec
Estimated 34-parameters. Included flow targets.
Good solution.
SSTrPST01012017QX105ET7SGHB3NF.rec
34-estimated parameters. Omitted flow targets;
omission of flow targets only slightly degraded
solution when “high” rate of pumping was
assigned.
SSTrPST41X37_NoLogKz5.rec. Alt conceptual model
where aquitard (Kz5) was NOT log-transformed in
NL-regression. Alt SVD. Good solution.

RMS=NRMS. Miscellaneous comments
Applied Northern & Southern GHB. μ=4.66; Aμ=26.7; RMS=39.3;
NRMS=2.64 PmpQ μ =136K; Sim pmp 2015=236K AF/yr.
Estimated Northern GHB & Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=+7.7; Aμ=26.6;
RMS=38.8; NRMS=2.61. PmpQ μ =122K; Sim pmp 2015=225K
AF/yr.
Estimated Northern flux BC & Southern flux BC. μ=-2.7; Aμ=26.4;
RMS=39.5; NRMS=2.65. PmpQ μ =149K; Sim pmp 2015=225K
AF/yr.
Applied Northern & Southern GHB. μ=7.6; Aμ=26.6; RMS=38.8;
NRMS=2.61 PmpQ μ =123K; Sim pmp 2015=214K AF/yr.
Applied Northern flux BC and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=8.4; Aμ=30.0
RMS=41.6; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =95KAF/yr; Sim pmp 2015=166K
AF/yr. 490 iterations.
Applied Northern GHB and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=39.7; Aμ=48.8
RMS=62.4; NRMS=24.19. PmpQ μ =95KAF/yr; Sim pmp
2015=166K AF/yr. 250 iterations.

Estimated Northern flux BC & Southern flux BC. μ=-15; Aμ=33.7;
RMS=47; NRMS=3.1; PmpQ μ =149K; Sim pmp 2015=225K AF/yr.
User-initiated early termination to calculate *.sen for SVD; 123iterations.
Applied Northern GHB and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=12.6; Aμ=28.4
RMS=40.5; NRMS=2.72. PmpQ μ =109KAF/yr; Sim pmp
2015=190K AF/yr. 890 iterations.
Applied Northern flux and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=13.7; Aμ=31.4
RMS=43.7; NRMS=2.94. PmpQ μ =109KAF/yr; Sim pmp
2015=190K AF/yr. 154 iterations.
Applied Northern GHB and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=2.8; Aμ=27.5;
RMS=40.6; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =143KAF/yr; Sim pmp 2015=249K
AF/yr. 367 iterations.
Applied Northern GHB and Southern GHB/flux BC. μ=4.3; Aμ=28;
RMS=28; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =143KAF/yr; Sim pmp 2015=249K
AF/yr. 289 iterations.
Estimated Northern flux BC & Southern flux BC. μ=-11; Aμ=30.3;
RMS=43; NRMS=2.9; PmpQ μ =149K; Sim pmp 2015=225K AF/yr.
240-iterations. Resulted in vey high Kz5 sensitivity.
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SSTrPST02162017F150K_225K.rec. Created alt
observation grouping for truncated Jacobian >*.sen &SVD. M= [48X37]. Good solution.
SSTrPST48X37_NoLogKz5.rec. Alt conceptual model
where aquitard (Kz5) was NOT log-transformed in
NL-regression. Alt SVD. Good solution.
SSTrPST_F3SGHB_Lowscnn100.rec
Solution good
SSTrPSTFluxSCRNall50_.rec
Solution good
SSTrPSTSGHBScrnupAll50.rec
Solution good
SSTrPSTDNSGHBLowSCRNall100.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0829X09BaseX08LateQX1_1.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0906X09BasX08LateQX11F.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0908X09BasX08LateQX11F.rec
Solution moderate; lower RCH#11 less css
SSTrPST0905X09BasX08LateQX11.rec
Lack of flow target degraded solution
SSTrPST0827BaseX08LateQX1_a.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST08032016_BaseX08_LateQ.rec. 35
estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed natural recharge. Solution was OK but
resulted in Sim. Obs. head bias. Model completed 4
upgrade cycles.
SSTrPST08152016BaseX08LateQ_ET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed natural recharge. Solution was good. Model
completed 5-upgrade cycles.
SSTrPST08132016BaseX08LateQ_ET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed natural recharge. Solution was good. Model
completed 5-upgrade cycles. Excellent
correspondence between observed and simulated,
seasonal head changes in (D-13-24)16BBB
SSTrPST08122016BaseX08LateQ_ET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed natural recharge. Solution was good. Model
completed 5-upgrade cycles. .
SSTrPST08112016BaseX08LateQET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 4-cycles of
pulsed natural recharge. Solution was good. Model
completed 5-upgrade cycles. .
SSTrPST08082016_BaseX08_LateQ.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 8-cycles of

Estimated Northern flux BC & Southern flux BC. μ=-10.3; Aμ=29.2;
RMS=42; NRMS=2.82; PmpQ μ =149K; Sim pmp 2015=225K
AF/yr. 259-iterations.
Estimated Northern flux BC & Southern flux BC. μ=-9.3; Aμ=28.5;
RMS=41.1; NRMS=2.7; PmpQ μ =149K; Sim pmp 2015=225K
AF/yr. 315-iterations. Resulted in very high Kz5 sensitivity.
Lower screen interval 100 ft in northern aquifer sim wells. μ=1.48;
Aμ=25.8; RMS=38.8; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =122K
Increased screen interval 50 ft in northern aquifer sim wells. μ=1.02;
Aμ=27.7; RMS=39.4; NRMS=2.68. PmpQ μ =122K
Increased screen interval 50 ft, all sim wells. μ=2.63; Aμ=29.8;
RMS=41.9; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =122K
Decreased screen interval 100ft, all sim well. μ=2.0; Aμ=25.9;
RMS=39; NRMS=2.62. PmpQ μ =122K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
EVT#3=0.0015ft/d. μ=2.0; Aμ=22.7; RMS=39.5; NRMS=2.65. PmpQ
μ =122K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
EVT#3=0.005ft/d. μ=10.9; Aμ=27.5; RMS=39.6; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ
=122K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
EVT#3=0.02ft/d. μ=15.6; Aμ=31.3; RMS=44.6; NRMS=2.99. PmpQ μ
=122K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. No flow
targets EVT#3=0.005ft/d. μ=20; Aμ=33.5; RMS=46.1; NRMS=3.1.
PmpQ μ =122K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. μ=1.0;
Aμ=27.9; RMS=40; NRMS=2.74. PmpQ μ =136K
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=8; Aμ=29.5; RMS=42.2 NRMS=2.83. PmpQ μ =131K. 191
iterations.

Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=3.65; Aμ=29.3; RMS=41.9; NRMS=2.81. PmpQ μ =131K. 322
iterations. Alt IC’s based on EVT3 & RCH11 mods: EVT#3=0.0005
ft/d; RCH#11=-0.003 ft/d.
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=0.55; Aμ=29.6; RMS=43 NRMS=2.89. PmpQ μ =131K. 301
iterations. Alt IC’s based on EVT3 & RCH11 mods: EVT#3=0.0008
ft/d; RCH#11=-0.003 ft/d.

Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=3.42; Aμ=29.8; RMS=43 NRMS=2.89. PmpQ μ =131K. 190
iterations. Alt IC’s based on EVT3 & RCH11 mods: EVT#3=0.001
ft/d; RCH#11=-0.003 ft/d.
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=2.1; Aμ=27.9; RMS=40.4 NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =131K. 304
iterations. Alt IC’s based on EVT3 & RCH11 mods: EVT#3=0.0012
ft/d; RCH#11=-0.003 ft/d.
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates. NGHB.
μ=2; Aμ=30; RMS=42.3 NRMS=2.87. PmpQ μ =131K. 336 iterations.
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pulsed nat recharge. Solution was good. Resulted
in less mean head bias when est 8-cycles of nat
recharge. Model completed 5-upgrade cycles. .
SSTrPST08182016BaseX08LateQ_ET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed nat recharge. Solution was OK; resulted in
some mean head bias. Model completed 12upgrade cycles. (sim heads>obs heads).
SSTrPST08102016BaseX08LateQ_ET.rec. 35estimated parameters. Estimated 3-cycles of
pulsed nat recharge. Solution was OK; resulted in
some mean head bias.
SSTrPST0826BaseX08LateQX1_1.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST07272016SeaK8ET_RCH2Cyc.rec
Solution moderate
SSTrPST07262016SeaK8ETXRCH2Cyc.rec
Solution moderate
SSTrPST0913X09BasX08X11Flx.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0910X09BasX08X11Flx.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0906X09BasX08LateQX11F.rec
Solution good
SSTrPST0917X08BasX08X11Flx.rec
Solution good, except over-simulates KS area
SSTrPST0901X08BasX08LateQX11NF.rec
Solution good, except over-simulates KS area
SSTrPST0903X08BasX08LateQX11.rec
Solution good, except over-simulates KS area
WXPst75HybQ4_0829.rec
Over simulates head (sim Head. Obs Head)
WXPst75HybQ4_0831_Flow.rec
Head solution good, except over-simulates latetime KS area; under-sim flow target
SSTrPST_11232016_ET7_2Xobs.rec
Combined MFR & tributary recharge in SE
SSTrPST_1206_ET7_MFR5_7.rec
Solution modest. Same as above except separated
MFR and trib. Correlation between MFR, Tributary
and Kx2 hampers upgrades
SSTrPST_11232016_ET7.rec. Solution good.
SSTrPST11282016QX1_05_ET7.rec. Solution good.
SSTrPST_11252016QX0_9_ET7.rec. Solution OK but
over-simulated heads in KS area
SSTrPST_11262016QX0_8_ET7.rec. Solution OK but
over-simulated heads in KS area
SSTrPST_1201QX0_7_ET7_2XObs.rec. Solution not
good; over-simulated heads in KS area

Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
EVT3=0.0021ft/d; RCH#11=-0.00175. NGHB. μ=10; Aμ=28.7;
RMS=40.9 NRMS=2.75. PmpQ μ =131K. 796 iterations. ALT IC
based on mods to EVT3 & RCH11
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
EVT3=0.0014 ft/d; RCH#11=-0.003. NGHB. μ=2.6; Aμ=27.7;
RMS=40.7 NRMS=2.73. PmpQ μ =131K. 323 iterations. ALT IC
based on mods to EVT3 & RCH11
Increase late-time sim pump with respect to pre-SSPA rates.
Increased Kx2 range. μ=3.5; Aμ=28.4; RMS=41.9; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ
μ =136K
Alt EVT rates. μ=2.6; Aμ=30.3; RMS=43.7; NRMS=2.93. PmpQ μ
=151K
Alt NGHB. μ=1.2; Aμ=29.6; RMS=43; NRMS=2.88. PmpQ μ =151K
Alt EVT#3=0.005 & RCH11=-0.0035ft/d. Flux_Northern_BC. μ=-1.8;
Aμ=28.9; RMS=41.7; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =122K.
Alt EVT#3=0.005 & RCH11=-0.0035. N_GHB. μ=3.2; Aμ=24.9;
RMS=36.9; NRMS=2.45. PmpQ μ =122K.
Alt EVT#3=0.005 & RCH11=-0.002. N_GHB. μ=10.9; Aμ=27.5;
RMS=39.5; NRMS=2.66. PmpQ μ =122K.
Alt ->N_Flux. EVT#3=0.005 ft/d & RCH11=-0.0035 ft/d. N_GHB.
μ=10.7; Aμ=27.6; RMS=39; NRMS=2.62. PmpQ μ =109K.
Alt- > NGHB; no flux targets. EVT#3=0.0015 ft/d & RCH11=-0.003
ft/d. N_GHB. μ=8.94; Aμ=28.4; RMS=40.1; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ
=109K.
Alt NGHB. EVT#3=0.005 & RCH11=-0.002. N_GHB. μ=7.9; Aμ=27;
RMS=38.5; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =109K.
Alt NGHB. No flow target. μ=12.2; Aμ=31.4; RMS=43; NRMS=2.9.
PmpQ μ =95.5K.
Alt NGHB assignment. Employed flow target. μ=3.5; Aμ=25;
RMS=38; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =95.5K.
Alt NGHB assignment. Added head observations in KS (#2,655) μ=3.6;
Aμ=25.6; RMS=38; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =136K.
Alt NGHB. Added head observations in KS (#2,655) μ=7.7; Aμ=27.9;
RMS=42; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =136K.
Alt NGHB. (head observation#2,595) μ=5.7; Aμ=26.8; RMS=40;
NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =136K.
Alt NGHB. (head observation#2,595) μ=3.6; Aμ=27.2; RMS=40.7;
NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =143K.
Alt NGHB. (head observation#2,595) μ=12.6; Aμ=28.8; RMS=41.7;
NRMS=2.8. PmpQ μ =122K.
Alt NGHB. (head observation#2,595) μ=11.1; Aμ=27.8; RMS=39.7;
NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =109K.
Alt NGHB. (head observation#2,595) μ=34; Aμ=45; RMS=58;
NRMS=3.9. PmpQ μ =95K.
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SSTrPST_Base_1207_MFR5_7.rec. Estimated 38
parameter including separate MFR, Tributary and
Basin-fill zones. Solution good.
SSTrPSTQX07_1206_MFR5_7.rec. Estimated 38
parameter including separate MFR, Tributary and
Basin-fill zones. Solution good, except oversimulates head in KS.
SSTrPST_11222016_ET_F3.rec. Estimated 36
parameter; combined MFR & Tributary; omitted
and Basin-fill zones due to insensitivity. Solution
good.
SSTrPST_11252016_ET_F3.rec. Estimated 36
parameter; combined MFR & Tributary; omitted
and Basin-fill zones due to insensitivity. Solution
good.
SSTrPSTQX0_7_1205ETF5_2Xobs.rec. Estimated 37
parameters. Combined MFR & Tributary but
included Basin-fill to re-test sensitivity. Oversimulated head bias.
SSTrPSTQX0_7_1203ETF5_2Xobs.rec. Estimated 37
parameters. Combined MFR & Tributary but
included Basin-fill. Alt upgrade factor. Oversimulated head bias.
SSTrPSTQX0_7_1202ETF5_2Xobs.rec. Estimated 36
parameters. Combined MFR & Trib. No Basin-fill
estimated parameter. Over-simulated head bias.
SSTrPST11262016ETF5Q0_8.rec. Estimated 36
parameters. Combined MFR & Trib. No Basin-fill
estimated parameter. Modest over-simulated head
bias.
SSTrPST11252016ETF5Q0_9.rec. Estimated 36
parameters. Combined MFR & Tributary. No Basinfill estimated parameter. Good solution.
SSTrPST11282016ETF5Q1_05.rec. Estimated 36
parameters. Combined MFR & Tributary. No Basinfill estimated parameter. Good solution.
EVT3=1.0ft/d. RCH#11=-0.0001.
WXPst75HybQ143K0910.rec
36_est parameters. Nat RCH estimated in three,
pulsed cycles. Good solution.
WXPst75HybQ143K0912.rec
37-estimated parameters, including basin-fill
natural recharge. Good solution. EVT#3=0.01ft/d.RCH#11=-0.001 ft/d.
SSTrPST08012016search2CycNFlx_.rec
37-est parameters. Estimated natural recharge
using six pulses. Terminated non-linear regression,
prior to optimization. Sim heads>obs heads.
SSTrPST07312016search2CycNFlx_.rec
37-est parameters. Estimated natural recharge
using six pulses. Good solution.

Alt N_Flux BC. (head observation#2,655) μ=-2.6; Aμ=26.3;
RMS=38.7; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =136K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655) μ=+4.2; Aμ=28; RMS=38.7; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ
=95K. Under-Simulates flow target to the north.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. EVT3=0.1; RCH11=-0.01.N_Flux
BC. (head observation#2,595) μ=1.2; Aμ=25.9 RMS=38.5;
NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =136K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Alt initialization: EVT3=0.08
(SS) EVT30.5 rest. RCH11=-0.01 (Steady only). N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=0.09; Aμ=27.7; RMS=40.7; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ
μ =136K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=+8.1; Aμ=29.3; RMS=40.6; NRMS=2.73.
PmpQ μ =95K. Under-Simulates flow target to the north.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=+16; Aμ=32; RMS=44; NRMS=2.9. PmpQ μ
=95K. Under-Simulates flow target to the north.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=+16; Aμ=34; RMS=45; NRMS=3. PmpQ μ
=95K. Under-Simulates flow target to the north.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=+6.3; Aμ=27; RMS=38.2; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ
=109K. Modest under-simulations to the north.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=+4.3; Aμ=28; RMS=40.2; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ
=122K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,595) μ=-2.4; Aμ=28.7; RMS=41.2; NRMS=2.8. PmpQ
μ =143K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_GHB. (head
observation#2,514). μ=-3.6; Aμ=24.7; RMS=38.8; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ
μ =151K. 230-iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_GHB. (head
observation#2,514). μ=-1.7; Aμ=24.4; RMS=37.9; NRMS=2.54.
PmpQ μ =151K. Basin-fill recharge contributes minor insensitive
recharge. 280 iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC (hed
observation#2,595). μ=5.7; Aμ=33; RMS=47; NRMS=3.15. PmpQ μ
=151K. 121 iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC (hed
observation#2,595). μ=4.1; Aμ=28.5; RMS=42.1; NRMS=2.87.
PmpQ μ =151K. 344 iterations.
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WXPst75HybQ143K0911.rec. 36-estimated
parameters. Nat RCH estimated in three, pulsed
cycles. Good solution. EVT#3=1.0ft/d.-RCH#11=0.0001 ft/d.
SsTrPST0327_41X37_ET_.rec Estimated 37
parameters. Mod to EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). Good
solution.
SsTrPST0327_41X37_ET_NoFlow.rec Estimated 37
parameters. Mod to EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). PEST
terminated early (dry observation target. Solution
has bias.
SsTrPST0327_41X37_ET.rec (version 1: Over-wrote
file?). Estimated 37 parameters. Mod to EVT &
RCH11 (alt IC’s). Extended upgrades: 468 iterations.
Good solution.
SsTrPST0216_150K225KA_lowF_ET.rec. No flow
targets, limited iteration number.
SsTrPST0327_41X37_ET.rec (version 2; over-wrote
previous file). Estimated 37 parameters. Mod to
EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). Extended upgrades: 276
iterations. Good solution
SsTrPST0605_41X37ET_Alt.rec Estimated 37
parameters. Mod to EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). Good
solution. Early-time heads in KS on low side.
SsTrPST0605_41X37_ET_NF.rec Estimated 37
parameters. Mod to EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). No
Flow targets. Solution okay but more bias without
flow targets assigned.
SsTrPST0607_41X37ET_Alt.rec Estimated 37
parameters. Mod to EVT & RCH11 (alt IC’s). No
flow targets. Good solution. Early-time heads in KS
on low side.
SSTrPST0608_41X37_ET.rec. Fixed K parameters
(based on ACM1), estimated all flows and storages
(24 parameters.) Good solution.
SSTrPST032741X37ETNFoverwrite.rec. Fixed K
parameters (based on ACM1), estimated all flows
and storages (24 parameters.) Good solution.
Slightly higher error than solution having flow.
SSTrPST24P_Aniso06012017.rec. Fixed K
parameters (based on ACM1), Assigned/fix
Anisotropy Ky:Kx=0.777 or 0.5
SSTrPST0611_41X37ET_ANISO.rec. Same as above
except assigned anisotropic and let inverse model
estimate Kx:Ky ratios. Good solution, and infers
Ky1:Kx1=2; Ky3; Kx3=1.1.
SSTrPST0610_41X37ET_ANISO.rec. Same as above,
except assigned anisotropic K4. Good solution and
infers Ky:Kx >1.

Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_GHB. (hed
observation#2,514). μ=+4.17; Aμ=25.2; RMS=39.3; NRMS=2.64.
PmpQ μ =143K. 155 iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.5ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.005ft/d.
μ=-2.9; Aμ=27; RMS=40; NRMS=2.68. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.5ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.005ft/d.
μ=-5.3; Aμ=31.2; RMS=45.7; NRMS=3.1. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655).
EVT#3=0.5ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.005ft/d. μ=-1.83; Aμ=26.3;
RMS=39.2; NRMS=2.62. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=1.5ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.0018ft/d.
μ=-3.5; Aμ=30.4; RMS=44.8; NRMS=3.01. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.5ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.005ft/d.
μ=-3.23; Aμ=26.9; RMS=39.7; NRMS=2.67. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.25ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.0075ft/d.
μ=-7.95; Aμ=27.7; RMS=40.4; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =149K. 395
iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.25ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=0.0075ft/d. μ=-12; Aμ=30; RMS=43.3; NRMS=2.9. PmpQ μ =149K.
701 iterations.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (head
observation#2,655). EVT#3=0.25ft/d (Steady) & RCH#11=-0.0075ft/d.
μ=-7.3; Aμ=27.4; RMS=40.2; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (added head
observation#2,655) μ=-1.7; Aμ=26; RMS=39.1; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ
=149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (added head
observation#2,655). Omitted flow targets. μ=-2.4; Aμ=26.7;
RMS=39.5; NRMS=2.7. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. N_Flux BC. (added head
observation#2,655) μ=-2.2; Aμ=26.1; RMS=38.8; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ
μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Anisotrophy to northern K’s.
N_Flux BC. (added head observation#2,655) μ=-1; Aμ=25.6;
RMS=38.7; NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Aniso to northern K’s. N_Flux
BC. (added head observation#2,655) μ=-2.3; Aμ=25.9; RMS=39;
NRMS=2.61. PmpQ μ =149K.
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SSTrPST24P_Aniso06012017.rec. Anisotropic, fixed
‘outside’ NL regression. Solution ‘fitted’ to Ky:Ky
ratios. Good solution.
SSTrPST24P_Aniso05302017.rec. Anisotropic, fixed
‘outside’ NL regression. Solution ‘fitted’ to Ky:Ky
ratios. Good solution.
SSTrPST0613_41X37ETAnisoNF.rec. Estimated 28
parameters including Kx:Ky ratios for K1 & K3.
Omitted flow targets. Modest solution; MBE on
high side. Opt ratios ->Ky1:Kx1=1.72; Ky3; Kx3=1.12.

Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Anisotropy to northern K’s.
N_Flux BC. (added head observation#2,655) μ=-2.2; Aμ=26.1;
RMS=38.8 NRMS=2.6. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. AnisoaniAniso to northern K’s.
N_Flux BC. (added hed observation#2,655) μ=-3.72; Aμ=28.9;
RMS=42.9; NRMS=2.9. PmpQ μ =149K.
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Aniso to northern K’s (K1 &
K3). N_Flux BC. (added head observation#2,655) μ=-9.4; Aμ=29.2;
RMS=42.6 NRMS=2.9. PmpQ μ =149K. Solution crashed during last
Jacobian; reset to previous Jacobian: Omitting flow targets resulted in
less traction for upgrade directions.
SsTrPST0614_41X37AltETaniso.rec
Imposed seasonality to sim pumping. Aniso to northern K’s (K1 &
Alt EVT#3/RCH#11 dist. Ky1:Kx1=1.9. Ky3:Kx3=1.2
K3). N_Flux BC. (added head observation#2,655) μ=-2.246; Aμ=25.6;
RMS=38.75; NRMS=2.602. PmpQ μ =149K
Extent of the K and S zones associated with the ACMs presented in this table generally reflect the K and S distribution
shown in Figures 8-11. During development (both before and after the SSPA review) modifications were made to the
spatial extent of these zones – in combination with non-linear regression - to optimize model solutions. A wide range of
ACMs were created and tested for plausibility during model development. Many of the ACMs tested during the final stages
of model development concentrated on ACMs that imposed higher-end simulated pumping rates, as this feature of the
model was less prone to “structural” model error; this conclusion was also consistent with the SSPA investigation.
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Appendix B
Agricultural Acreage Maps (1947 to 2014)
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Figure B1 U of A Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 1947
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Figure B2 U of A Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 1954
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Figure B3 U of A Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 1963
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Figure B4 U of A Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 1972
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Figure B5 USGS Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 2006
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Figure B6 USGS Estimated Agricultural Acreage in the Willcox Basin 2014
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Appendix C:
Calibrated Parameter Zones and Model Error Statistics
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Figure C1 Recharge Zones
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Figure C2 Layer 1 Kx Zones with Initial Kx Observations
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Figure C3 Layer 2 Kx Zones with Initial Kx Observations
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Estimated and Observed K
Estimated horizontal Ks are consistent with typical hydraulic conductivity values for basin-fill material found
in the southwest and used in regional groundwater flow models in southeastern Arizona (Poole, and Dickson,
2007; Corell, and others, 1996; ADWR, 2015) and southwestern New Mexico (Cuddy and Keyes, 2011). For all
ACMs, estimated Ks were determined using only head and flow calibration targets. That is, no form of
regularization or a-priori information was used to constrain the non-linear regression or “influence” posterior
statistics for estimating Kx. The resulting solutions - including estimated Kx - also provided natural recharge
and underflow estimates, consistent with conceptual model estimates. The figure below compares estimated
Kx values (and 95% CI) for ACM1, with observed Ks, as determined by available specific capacity data, for the
northern and southern aquifer areas. The estimated value of the primary aquitard feature (Kz5) in the southern
groundwater area was estimated at 0.0003E-4 ft/d, which is consistent with hydraulic properties of finegrained material having modest-to-high resistance to vertical flow. Estimated Kz5 is on the same order as other
calibrated values of Kz, for adjacent regional-scale models in the Upper San Pedro Basin and the San Simon
Sub-basin; see Pool, and Dickson, 2007, page 28, and ADWR, 2015, page 57, respectively.

Estimated & Observed K (feet/day)

1000

Observed Kgeomean, Range and Estimated K, 95% CI:
SSTrPST_1209_ET7_SGHB.rec (ACM1a)

100

10

1

Figure C4 Estimated and Observed K
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Estimated and Observed Storage Properties
Estimated values of specific yield are consistent with typical values found in the southwest and used in regional
groundwater flow models in southeastern Arizona. Compared to most estimated parameters, specific storage
(Ss) is an insensitive parameter. Estimated values of Ss range from about 5E-7 to about 1E-6, and yield
plausible storage coefficients, given the unit thickness assigned for (confined portions of) Layer 2. Although Ss
values are plausible (Robson and Banta, 1990), results of the non-linear regression tended to “direct” Ss
estimates towards the lower-end of the Ss range. It is possible that the lower-end Ss estimates may counterbalance low-end simulated pumping rates, particularly for ACM2-based pumping rates. That is, if assigned
pumping is too low, the non-linear regression compensates by lowering Ss, all else being equal to achieve a
better fit to heads. Estimated values of Sy and Ss are consistent with typical storage ranges found in basin-fill
materials in the southwest and used in regional groundwater flow models in southeastern Arizona (Poole, and
Dickson, 2007; Corell, and others, 1996; ADWR, 2015) and southwestern New Mexico (Cuddy and Keyes,
2011).
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Figure C5 Specific Storage Layer 1
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Figure C6 Specific Storage Layer 2
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Total model calls:

565
OPTIMISATION RESULTS

Adjustable parameters ----->
Parameter
kx_14
kx_17
kx_18
kx_19
kx__1
kx__2
kx__3
kx__4
kx__5
kz__5
kx__6
kx__7
kx__8
par012
par005
par008
par009
par010
par001
par002
par004
ss__3
ss__7
ss__8
sy_10
sy__1
sy__2
sy__3
sy__4
sy__5
sy__6
sy__7
sy__8
sy__9

Estimated
value
3.54690
41.2152
1.38678
0.600000
15.0000
1.07410
25.0000
18.0000
45.0000
3.500000E-04
13.7543
0.240280
0.760000
0.277829
1.00845
1.15169
0.800000
1.20000
1.11450
0.950000
0.963696
1.100000E-05
3.815419E-06
8.799248E-06
6.500000E-02
5.000000E-02
6.294987E-02
9.940258E-02
9.667264E-02
5.500000E-02
3.500000E-02
6.250000E-02
4.500000E-02
8.729592E-02

95% percent confidence limits
lower limit
upper limit
2.75347
4.56896
28.8965
58.7854
1.00973
1.90463
0.321331
1.12034
12.6822
17.7414
0.987292
1.16855
19.3209
32.3484
8.60440
37.6551
40.1787
50.3998
3.197491E-04
3.831129E-04
12.9253
14.6365
7.472043E-02
0.772673
0.655686
0.880910
2.246232E-03
34.3637
0.485495
2.09470
0.869095
1.52617
0.600159
1.06638
0.800984
1.79779
0.989567
1.25521
0.894201
1.00928
0.673188
1.37957
4.983916E-06
2.427810E-05
1.068970E-06
1.361817E-05
8.764607E-06
8.834026E-06
5.451087E-02
7.750748E-02
2.850015E-02
8.771884E-02
4.029440E-02
9.834336E-02
7.957647E-02
0.124168
4.230943E-02
0.220887
4.011850E-02
7.540162E-02
1.798005E-02
6.813106E-02
1.585369E-02
0.246394
3.781453E-02
5.218547E-02
6.292261E-02
0.121110

Par012=EVT component; Par005=AG_RCH_North; Par008=AG_RCH_SW;
Par009=AG_RCH_South; Par010=AG_RCH_SE; Par001=MFR_North; Par002=MFR_SE and
Tribs_SE; Par004=MFR_SW. For forward simulation some parameters were
modified.
Note: confidence limits provide only an indication of parameter
uncertainty.They rely on a linearity assumption which may not extend as far
in parameter space as the confidence limits themselves - see PEST manual.
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Tied parameters ----->
Parameter
ky_14
kz_14
ky_17
kz_17
ky_18
kz_18
ky_19
kz_19
ky__1
kz__1
ky__2
kz__2
ky__3
kz__3
ky__4
kz__4
ky__5
ky__6
kz__6
ky__7
kz__7
ky__8
kz__8
par011
par003
ss_10
ss__1
ss__2
ss__4
ss__5
ss__6
ss__9

Estimated value
3.54690
9.866639E-02
41.2152
3.992722E-02
1.38678
1.386781E-02
0.600000
6.000000E-02
15.0000
1.50000
1.07410
0.107410
25.0000
0.250000
18.0000
1.80000
45.0000
13.7543
9.618470E-03
0.240280
2.402800E-03
0.760000
3.546667E-03
0.863636
0.873136
7.258333E-06
4.785714E-06
3.597135E-06
7.620079E-06
9.166667E-06
3.500000E-06
7.935992E-05

See file C:\WX-11_19_2016\SSTRPST_1209_ET7_SGHB3.SEN for parameter
sensitivities.
of002655
ob000003
ob000013
ob000014
ob000015

4190.40
-1.468800E+06
-3.310000E+06
0.00000
0.00000

4139.70
-1.417000E+06
-3.368940E+06
-125370.
-31958.0

50.6950
-51800.0
58940.0
125370.
31958.0

2.5000E-02
1.1574E-05
1.1575E-06
4.6000E-06
4.6000E-06

hds.u3
bud.u1
bud.u2
bud.u3
bud.u4

See file C:\WX-11_19_2016\SSTRPST_1209_ET7_SGHB3.RES for more details of
residuals in graph-ready format.
See file C:\WX-11_19_2016\SSTRPST_1209_ET7_SGHB3.SEO for composite
observation sensitivities.
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Objective function ----->
Sum of squared weighted residuals (ie phi)
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group

Total model calls:

"bud.u1"
"bud.u2"
"bud.u3"
"bud.u4"
"hds.l1"
"hds.u1"
"hds.u2"
"hds.u3"
"hds.u4"
"hds.w373"
"hds.w431"
"hds.w432"

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2945.
0.3594
4.6541E-03
0.3326
2.1611E-02
825.2
80.99
73.12
1553.
299.8
47.30
41.30
23.26

324
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OPTIMISATION RESULTS

Adjustable parameters ----->
Parameter
kx_14
kx_17
kx_18
kx_19
kx__1
kx__2
kx__3
kx__4
kx__5
kz__5
kx__6
kx__7
kx__8
par012
par005
par008
par009
par010
par006
par007
par001
par002
par003
par004
ss__3
ss__7
ss__8
sy_10
sy__1
sy__2
sy__3
sy__4
sy__5
sy__6
sy__7
sy__8
sy__9

Estimated
value
4.08872
42.0751
1.58328
0.533478
15.0000
1.25000
14.9559
20.6075
45.0000
3.500000E-04
15.9143
0.255469
0.760000
0.171618
1.03876
1.12285
0.800000
1.18049
1.06010
1.09763
1.16503
1.11253
1.20000
1.10314
9.689518E-06
7.116272E-06
8.736645E-06
6.500000E-02
6.582251E-02
6.000000E-02
0.100000
8.478956E-02
6.250000E-02
3.958762E-02
6.026181E-02
4.500000E-02
0.106629

95% percent confidence limits
lower limit
upper limit
3.02577
5.52508
29.7233
59.5599
1.19273
2.10170
0.274020
1.03860
12.9187
17.4166
1.13204
1.38026
7.02087
31.8590
7.85032
54.0955
38.4565
52.6570
3.040979E-04
4.028308E-04
14.7530
17.1669
6.943866E-02
0.939883
0.611250
0.944948
0.132024
0.223087
0.223619
4.82533
0.381366
3.30597
0.668504
0.957361
0.667728
2.08702
0.872854
1.28750
1.02409
1.17646
1.09807
1.23609
1.01715
1.21685
0.982533
1.46560
0.429129
2.83581
8.716614E-07
1.077101E-04
2.268268E-06
2.232599E-05
8.690936E-06
8.782593E-06
5.095820E-02
8.291109E-02
2.962122E-02
0.146267
4.620719E-02
7.790996E-02
7.644072E-02
0.130820
3.454734E-02
0.208099
5.188106E-02
7.529240E-02
7.500469E-03
0.208944
1.529811E-03
2.37381
3.381698E-02
5.618302E-02
7.073107E-02
0.160747

Par012=EVT component; Par005=AG_RCH_North; Par008=AG_RCH_SW;
Par009=AG_RCH_South; Par010=AG_RCH_SE; Par006=underflow to south;
Par007=underflow to north (Aravaipa Baseflow); Par001=MFR_North;
Par002=MFR_SE; Par003= Tributary Recharge, SE; Par004=MFR_SW. For forward
simulation some parameters were modified.
Note: confidence limits provide only an indication of parameter uncertainty.
They rely on a linearity assumption which may not extend as far in
parameter space as the confidence limits themselves - see PEST manual.
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Tied parameters ----->
Parameter
ky_14
kz_14
ky_17
kz_17
ky_18
kz_18
ky_19
kz_19
ky__1
kz__1
ky__2
kz__2
ky__3
kz__3
ky__4
kz__4
ky__5
ky__6
kz__6
ky__7
kz__7
ky__8
kz__8
par011
ss_10
ss__1
ss__2
ss__4
ss__5
ss__6
ss__9

Estimated value
4.08872
0.113739
42.0751
4.076026E-02
1.58328
1.583278E-02
0.533478
5.334779E-02
15.0000
1.50000
1.25000
0.125000
14.9559
0.149559
20.6075
2.06075
45.0000
15.9143
1.112894E-02
0.255469
2.554686E-03
0.760000
3.546667E-03
1.18694
7.258333E-06
6.300155E-06
3.428571E-06
6.683412E-06
1.041667E-05
3.958762E-06
9.693573E-05

See file C:\A_WX_12_31_2016\SSTRPST01142017ADJPMP_ESTX1_05.SEN for parameter
sensitivities.
See file C:\A_WX_12_31_2016\SSTRPST01142017ADJPMP_ESTX1_05.RES for more
details of residuals in graph-ready format.
See file C:\A_WX_12_31_2016\SSTRPST01142017ADJPMP_ESTX1_05.SEO for composite
observation sensitivities.
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Objective function ----->
Sum of squared weighted residuals (ie phi)
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group

"hds.l1"
"hds.u1"
"hds.u2"
"hds.u3"
"hds.u4"
"hds.w373"
"hds.w431"
"hds.w432"
"bud.u1"
"bud.u2"
"bud.u3"
"bud.u4"

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2883.
860.8
101.2
23.19
1532.
139.0
71.45
82.03
12.27
20.47
0.4216
36.35
3.648
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Total model calls:

526

OPTIMISATION RESULTS

Adjustable parameters ----->
Parameter
kx_14
kx_17
kx_18
kx_19
kx__1
kx__2
kx__3
kx__4
kx__5
kz__5
kx__6
kx__7
kx__8
par012
par005
par008
par009
par010
par001
par002
par004
ss__3
ss__7
ss__8
sy_10
sy__1
sy__2
sy__3
sy__4
sy__5
sy__6
sy__7
sy__8
sy__9

Estimated
value
3.50190
45.0000
1.28192
0.600000
15.0000
1.23698
25.0000
18.0000
45.0000
3.260079E-04
11.8566
0.244908
0.760000
0.422125
0.800000
1.11971
0.800000
1.15993
1.09665
0.950000
0.950000
1.007429E-05
5.114413E-06
8.742773E-06
6.500000E-02
5.000000E-02
6.000000E-02
9.365004E-02
6.958762E-02
5.500000E-02
3.500000E-02
5.666426E-02
4.466169E-02
8.000000E-02

95% percent confidence limits
lower limit
upper limit
2.56786
4.77568
34.9875
57.8778
1.01704
1.61578
0.303254
1.18712
12.7581
17.6359
1.13936
1.34297
19.2578
32.4544
12.5671
25.7816
40.9316
49.4728
2.976425E-04
3.570766E-04
11.2131
12.5370
1.443227E-03
41.5597
0.700529
0.824520
1.241388E-04
1435.40
0.172979
3.69988
0.634827
1.97493
0.621805
1.02926
0.771538
1.74383
0.989207
1.21576
0.919253
0.981775
0.512893
1.75963
9.078954E-07
1.117875E-04
1.411619E-06
1.852994E-05
8.709229E-06
8.776446E-06
5.967077E-02
7.080518E-02
2.108234E-02
0.118583
4.422611E-02
8.139988E-02
8.255014E-02
0.106242
2.479017E-02
0.195337
4.738073E-02
6.384452E-02
1.305280E-02
9.384958E-02
7.281903E-04
4.40934
3.690891E-02
5.241447E-02
5.111226E-02
0.125215

Par012=EVT component; Par005=AG_RCH_North; Par008=AG_RCH_SW;
Par009=AG_RCH_South; Par010=AG_RCH_SE; Par001=MFR_North; Par002=MFR_SE and
Tribs_SE; Par004=MFR_SW. For forward simulation some parameters were
modified.
Note: confidence limits provide only an indication of parameter
uncertainty.They rely on a linearity assumption which may not extend as far
in
parameter space as the confidence limits themselves - see PEST manual.
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Tied parameters ----->
Parameter
ky_14
kz_14
ky_17
kz_17
ky_18
kz_18
ky_19
kz_19
ky__1
kz__1
ky__2
kz__2
ky__3
kz__3
ky__4
kz__4
ky__5
ky__6
kz__6
ky__7
kz__7
ky__8
kz__8
par011
par003
ss_10
ss__1
ss__2
ss__4
ss__5
ss__6
ss__9

Estimated value
3.50190
9.741462E-02
45.0000
4.359375E-02
1.28192
1.281918E-02
0.600000
6.000000E-02
15.0000
1.50000
1.23698
0.123698
25.0000
0.250000
18.0000
1.80000
45.0000
11.8566
8.291356E-03
0.244908
2.449083E-03
0.760000
3.546667E-03
0.863636
0.873136
7.258333E-06
4.785714E-06
3.428571E-06
5.485142E-06
9.166667E-06
3.500000E-06
7.272727E-05

See file C:\WX-11_19_2016\SSTRPST_1212QX09ET7_SGHB3.SEN for parameter
sensitivities.
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Figure X
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Appendix D:
ADWR Analysis of 2014 Agricultural Water Use
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ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
HYDROLOGY DIVISION

M E M O R A N D U M
TO:

Frank Corkhill

CC:

Keith Nelson, Dale Mason

FROM:

Hugo Perea

DATE:

March 25, 2016

RE:

Consumptive Use of Major crops grown in Willcox, AZ.

INTRODUCTION
Urban users, industry, and intense agriculture compete for limited water
resources in arid and semi-arid regions. Researchers have been attempted
to optimize crop water requirement by relating the required water use
of specific crop to a well water reference crop.
This
document
describes
the
methodology
to
calculate
crop
evapotranspiration (ETc) and then compute volume of water pumped for the
Willcox groundwater model. The calculation of ETc is based on PenmanMonteith equation which approximate net evapotranspiration from daily
mean temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, relative humidity and
others climatic variables based on geographic location of weather station
(Allen et al 2005). Crop water requirements (CWR) were estimated by using
CROPWAT 8.0. CROPWAT is a software developed by FAO to calculate CWR
based on soil, climate, and crop data (Allen et al 1998).

CLIMATIC DATA
Daily weather data were obtained from the nearest and the most
representative meteorological station in the Willcox area, “Bonita”
Weather Station (BWS). BWS started recording climatic data from 1987 to
present (Figure 1). Table 1 shows BWS geographic location and
descriptions. Table 2 presents monthly average climatic data and
reference ETo. International unit system was used for convenience;
however, results were converted to English unit system.
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PRECIPITATION
Precipitation is an unpredictable process influenced by random
probability or pattern. In agriculture. It is important to compute the
amount of precipitation that contributes to crop water requirements.
Actually, precipitation contributes to a greater or lesser extent in
satisfying crop water requirements, depending on geographic location.
In the arid region of Willcox, ground water sources supply most of the
water used to grow crops and precipitation contributes minimum to
satisfied crop water requirements. Therefore, it is frequently necessary
to estimate the probability of exceedance of rainfall from long-term
climatic records of BWS during the period 1987 to 2015 to estimate how
much of that precipitation is used for crop in that area.
As the rainfall amount increase, its probability of exceedance decrease
(Table 4). Table 5 shows the expected excess or shortage of rainfall
during the reference period of time.
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Figure 1. “Bonita” AZMET weather station at Willcox, AZ

Table 1. Description of the Bonita Weather Station at Willox, AZ
Date on line
County
Location
Elevation
Coordinates
USGS Map
Soil Particle Size
Soil Texture Type
Soil Classification
Cooperator

Jan 11987(Julian Day1)
Graham(southern)
29 km (18 miles) north on Rex Allen Drive from Willcox at I-10.
1346 meters (4416 ft.)
Latitude = 32⁰ 27' 49" Longitude = 109⁰ 55' 46"
West of Greasewood Mtn.7.5' Series Map
77 % Sand ,16 % Silt ,7 % Clay
Loamy Sand
--- analysis not complete --Spring Valley Farms
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Table 2. Climatic and reference ET for Bonita Weather Station, Willcox, AZ
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Mean

Min
Temp
°C
-2.1
-0.5
1.6
4.3
8.5
13.5
17.7
17.1
13.5
7.0
1.0
-2.2
6.6

Max
Humidity
Wind
Sun
Rad
ETo
Temp
°C
%
km/day hours MJ/m²/day mm/day
14.7
55
193
7.7
12.5
2.07
16.5
52
214
8.4
15.6
2.75
20.0
42
234
10.2
20.9
4.08
24.1
33
250
11.9
26.0
5.67
29.0
28
233
12.8
28.7
6.86
34.3
27
218
12.9
29.2
7.77
33.8
51
201
10.2
25.0
6.55
32.5
61
171
9.6
23.1
5.60
30.7
53
182
9.6
20.9
5.17
25.9
46
190
9.7
17.9
4.17
19.5
47
191
8.7
14.0
2.89
14.2
58
185
7.3
11.4
1.89
24.6
46
205
9.9
20.4
4.62

Normal, wet, and dry precipitation years were used to calculate
consumptive use of water for main crops in the Willcox area. These
weather conditions were obtained by computing and plotting probabilities
from the precipitation record.
The methodology was:
a) Tabulate yearly rainfall totals for 1987 to 2014 period (Table 3).
b) Sort data in descending order of magnitude.
c) Tabulate plotting position using the following equation Fa=100 * m
/ (N+1), where N is the number of records, m defines the rank
number, and Fa is the plotting position (Table 4).
d) Plot probability of exceedance and precipitation values on LogNormal scale graph and then obtain a regression equation (Figure
2).
e) Calculate precipitation values at 20 (wet), 50 (normal), and 80
(Dry) percent of probability using the regression equation (Figure
2).
f) Compute monthly rainfall values for dry and wet years by using the
following relationship:
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = ��������
𝑃𝑃𝚤𝚤,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑃𝑃�

Where ��������
𝑃𝑃𝚤𝚤,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the average monthly rainfall for month i, Pi,dry is
the monthly rainfall for dry year for month I, 𝑃𝑃� is the average
yearly rainfall, and Pdry is the yearly rainfall at 80% probability
of exceedance. Results are given in the Table 6 for wet and dry
years are shown in Table 6.
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Actually, a fixed percentage accounts for runoff and percolation losses
and the efficiency of the rainfall with values lower than 100 mm/month
are approximated to 80%. Unless more detailed information is available
for Willcox conditions.

CROP WATER REQUIREMENTS (CWR)
Several empirical methods to determine CWR were developed for local
climatic and agronomic conditions and then extrapolated to other regions
with similar conditions. However, the accuracy of those methods are
affected by random climatic conditions, time consuming, and costly. Thus,
Penman-Monteith was selected as standard method to compute reference
evapotranspiration from climatic data for major crops in Willcox (Allen
et al 1998; Allen et al 2005).
For the Willcox groundwater model, the CWR were calculated using
appropriate climate, rainfall, and crop data for major crops. CWR was
estimated as the difference of crop evapotranspiration under standard
conditions (ETc) and the effective rainfall during dry, wet, and normal
years. Some of the major crop planting dates in Willcox were extrapolated
from other regions with similar weather conditions. Others correspond
to the region but they may subject to revision (Table 7).
In addition, crop coefficient (Kc) determines ET from crop surface under
standard conditions; Kc relates the crop evapotranspiration to reference
evapotranspiration from grass or alfalfa (Allen et al 1998; Allen et all
2005).
Another important concept used to calculate CWR is the irrigation
efficiency which is related to the ability of an irrigation system to
applied water uniformly and efficiently to the irrigated area.
In the calculation of the CWR for Willcox, it was assumed a 100% of
irrigation efficiency for convenience. Sprinkler irrigation prevails in
Willox; however flood and drip irrigation areas cannot be ignored.
CWR results are shown in (Ref: USDA). for dry, wet, and normal weather
conditions. These values should be divided by irrigation efficiency to
calculate the total gross amount of water that need to be supplied from
either ground or surface water sources. Most of the pumped water irrigate
double crop areas in Willcox in 2014 (Table 9).
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Month

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Table 3. Monthly precipitation data (1987-2014) for the Bonita Weather Station, Willcox, AZ.

1
2
3

8
37
13

28
29
0

43
1
4

12
17
50

12
36
40

34
40
53

148
35
4

1
13
26

47
44
6

0
27
6

0
32
4

5
69
40

4
0
3

5
7
9

26
13
8

3
7
5

4
25
8

16
14
58

50
65
14

4
0
8

23
12
35

14
9
2

20
11
7

76
31
14

4
3
0

2
11
4

11
8
3

0
2
17

73
3
13

4

9

27

1

6

0

7

0

2

1

0

2

7

22

0

28

0

2

36

5

1

8

0

1

2

0

4

4

1

11

5

43

0

27

1

0

46

3

16

5

0

12

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

20

0

0

11

14

0

0

6

0

0

3

6

6

6

0

8

1

3

1

5

0

13

2

3

8

47

11

0

4

1

1

9

13

2

10

0

0

2

0

0

8

7

87

31

71

46

9

39

14

23

41

53

32

93

110

23

33

61

76

35

7

135

45

82

22

71

49

124

122

70

87

8

121

9

131

6

49

175

100

47

132

53

62

11

23

40

27

54

13

47

65

46

78

44

14

38

50

22

55

59

80

9

48

11

3

31

5

2

3

42

37

58

0

2

28

5

0

35

29

23

24

35

10

13

6

19

35

11

47

67

54

10

26

73

103

11

7

6

54

11

4

24

0

4

0

119

0

22

8

14

4

43

15

4

5

10

1

1

0

14

50

11
12

12
51

23
5

1
5

19
46

22
81

4
93

33
6

55
100

13
10

4
0

0
0

20
9

0
0

32
1

0
13

5
23

28
4

12
17

0
1

0
4

30
23

16
27

4
19

0
19

9
34

2
26

18
13

2
22

11
11

Total
[mm/year]

461

242

390

253

262

502

401

341

340

238

146

263

198

288

170

214

202

273

254

285

292

223

132

281

185

214

280

253

404

Mean
STDEV

38
35

20
20

33
45

21
18

22
25

42
50

33
47

28
29

28
37

20
23

12
20

22
30

17
31

24
34

14
12

18
22

17
21

23
18

21
25

24
39

24
21

19
23

11
7

23
27

15
20

18
34

23
36

21
28

34
32

Median

32

17

5

15

11

37

10

20

12

10

2

8

3

8

12

6

8

17

10

6

19

12

10

16

4

5

9

8

12

Table 4. Processing precipitation records for Bonita weather station, Willcox, AZ.
2009

1997

2001

2011

1999

2003

2012

2002

2008

1996

1988

1990

2014

2005

1991

1998

2004

2013

2010

2006

2000

2007

1995

1994

1989

1993

2015

1987

1992

Year

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Fa (%)

3

7

10

13

17

20

23

27

30

33

37

40

43

47

50

53

57

60

63

67

70

73

77

80

83

87

90

93

97

Total
[mm/year]

502

461

404

401

390

341

340

292

288

285

281

280

273

263

262

254

253

253

242

238

223

214

214

202

198

185

170

146

132
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Figure 2. Exceedance-rainfall curve for Bonita weather station, Willcox, AZ

Table 5. Rainfall values for different exceedance probabilities.

Dry
Normal
Wet

Probability
(%)
80
50
20

Rainfall
[mm]
201
275
344
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Table 6. Rainfall values for dry (80% probability), wet (20% probability), and normal (50% probability).
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total [mm/year]
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Median

Normal Dry Wet
23
17
29
21
15
26
16
11
19
6
5
8
8
6
9
6
4
7
58
43
73
57
42
71
24
17
29
22
16
27
13
9
16
23
17
29
275 201 344
23
17
29
18
13
22
21

16

27
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Table 7. Planting-harvest and crop coefficients of major crops grown in Wilcox, AZ
Crop
Alfalfa 2
Apples 3
Barley 4
Corn 5
Cotton 6
Grapes
grass
Oats 7
Peach 8
Pecan 9
Pistachios 10
Pumpkin 11
Sorghum 12
Wheat 13

Date
Length Crop Coefficients (Kc) 1
Planting Harvest
[day]
Initial
Middle
End
Mar-21
Jan-24
306
0.40
1.20
Mar-16
Dec-10
270
0.50
1.20
Dec-15
May-14
150
0.30
1.18
Mar-16
Sep-11
180
0.30
1.20
Mar-15
Oct-25
220
0.35
1.10
Mar-01
Oct-16
240
0.30
0.70
Apr-15
Sep-26
210
0.90
0.95
Dec-10
May-23
160
0.30
1.15
Mar-15
Dec-09
270
0.80
1.15
Mar-21
Nov-25
190
0.50
1.10
Feb-01
Sep-03
215
0.40
1.10
Jun-15
Sep-22
120
0.50
1.00
Mar-16
Jul-18
140
1.05
1.20
Nov-10
May-18
180
0.30
1.15

1.15
0.85
0.40
0.60
0.25
0.45
0.95
0.40
0.85
0.66
0.45
0.80
0.90
0.40

1

Allen, R.G., L.S. Pereira, D. Raes, and M. Smith. 1998. “Crop evapotranspiration: guidelines for
computing crop water requirements.” Irrigation and Drainage Paper No. 56, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, Rome, Italy.
2 Consumptive use of water by major crops in the southwestern United State. USDA.
https://cals.arizona.edu/crops/irrigation/consumuse/conusefinal.pdf.
3 Arizona Master Garden Manual.
http://cals.arizona.edu/pubs/garden/mg/fruit/planting.html#planting.
4 Crop Coefficients for Estimating Small Grain Water Use, 2002. UofA/Extension.
http://extension.arizona.edu/sites/extension.arizona.edu/files/pubs/az1459e1.pdf.
5 Usual Planting and Harvesting Dates for U.S. Field Crops. Agricultural Statistics Board/NASS
USDA. http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/nass/planting/uph97.pdf.
6 Usual Planting and Harvesting Dates for U.S. Field Crops. Agricultural Statistics Board/NASS
USDA. http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/nass/planting/uph97.pdf.
7 Growing Oats in Arizona. UofA/Extension.
http://cals.arizona.edu/forageandgrain/sites/cals.arizona.edu.forageandgrain/files/1989%20Ottman%20
Oats.pdf.
8 Arizona Master Garden Manual.
http://cals.arizona.edu/pubs/garden/mg/fruit/planting.html#planting.
9 Pecan Production Guidelines For Small Orchards And Home Yards. UofA/Extension.
https://extension.arizona.edu/sites/extension.arizona.edu/files/pubs/az1400.pdf.
10 Crop Profile for Pistachios in California. UC-Davis. http://ucanr.edu/datastoreFiles/391-498.pdf.
11 The Old Farmer’s Almanac. http://www.almanac.com/gardening/planting-dates/AZ/Phoenix.
12 Growing Grain Sorghum in Arizona. UofA/Extension.
http://cals.arizona.edu/forageandgrain/sites/cals.arizona.edu.forageandgrain/files/az1489.pdf.
13 Crop Coefficients for Estimating Small Grain Water Use, 2002. UofA/Extension.
http://extension.arizona.edu/sites/extension.arizona.edu/files/pubs/az1459e1.pdf.
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Total water demand for major crops in Willcox is shown in (Table 10); it
included double cropping. More than 126,000 AFY were pumped in the Cochise
County to satisfy CWR of seasonal crop in 2014.

Table 8. Crop water requirement for major crops grown in Willcox, AZ and different weather conditions
Crop

Alfalfa
Apple
Barley
Corn
Cotton
Grape
grass
Oats
Peach
Pecan
Pistachio
Pumpkin
Sorghum
Wheat

Dry
56.65
54.85
15.50
35.59
37.38
25.30
35.19
17.26
55.87
44.54
42.76
14.80
32.17
21.30

Irrigation efficiency:100%
[Inches]
[Foot]
Wet
Normal
Dry
Wet
51.91
54.07
4.72
4.33
51.28
52.01
4.57
4.27
16.13
15.69
1.29
1.34
34.23
35.91
2.97
2.85
34.53
33.94
3.12
2.88
23.16
23.54
2.11
1.93
33.56
34.99
2.93
2.80
17.42
17.40
1.44
1.45
51.28
53.61
4.66
4.27
41.54
40.59
3.71
3.46
40.86
40.67
3.56
3.41
13.26
13.01
1.23
1.10
32.94
31.89
2.68
2.74
19.55
18.80
1.77
1.63

Normal
4.51
4.33
1.31
2.99
2.83
1.96
2.92
1.45
4.47
3.38
3.39
1.08
2.66
1.57
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Table 9. Crop Water Requirements for three types of irrigation systems for major crops grown in Willcox,
AZ

Alfalfa
Apple
Barley
Corn
Cotton
Grape
grass
Oats
Peach
Pecan
Pistachio

Sprinkler
Dry
Wet
5.90 5.41
5.71 5.34
1.61 1.68
3.71 3.57
3.89 3.60
2.64 2.41
3.67 3.50
1.80 1.81
5.82 5.34
4.64 4.33
4.45 4.26

Pumpkin
Sorghum
Wheat

1.54
3.35
2.22

Crop

1.38
3.43
2.04

Irrigation efficiency
(80%)
Drip (90%)
Normal Dry
Wet Normal
5.63 5.24 4.81
5.01
5.42 5.08 4.75
4.82
1.63 1.44 1.49
1.45
3.74 3.30 3.17
3.32
3.54 3.46 3.20
3.14
2.45 2.34 2.14
2.18
3.65 3.26 3.11
3.24
1.81 1.60 1.61
1.61
5.58 5.17 4.75
4.96
4.23 4.12 3.85
3.76
4.24 3.96 3.79
3.77
1.35
3.32
1.96

1.37
2.98
1.97

1.23
3.05
1.81

1.20
2.95
1.74

Flood (60%)
Dry
Wet Normal
7.87 7.21
7.51
7.62 7.12
7.22
2.15 2.24
2.18
4.94 4.75
4.99
5.19 4.80
4.71
3.51 3.22
3.27
4.89 4.66
4.86
2.40 2.42
2.42
7.76 7.12
7.45
6.19 5.77
5.64
5.94 5.68
5.65
2.06
4.47
2.96

1.84
4.57
2.72

1.81
4.43
2.61
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Table 10. Total water demand for major crops in Willcox, AZ
CROPS
ALFALFA, FALLOW

DRY
[AFY]
913

WET
[AFY]
837

NORMAL
[AFY]
872

BARLEY, ALFALFA

1,922

1,845

1,874

BARLEY, SUDAN

414

412

416

FALLOW, ALFALFA

357

327

341

FALLOW, GRASS

216

206

215

FALLOW, PECAN

817

762

745

OATS, ALFALFA

3,620

3,444

3,529

OATS, COTTON

1,535

1,481

1,467

OATS, GRASS

179

176

179

BARLEY, BARLEY

715

744

724

BARLEY, PEPPER

760

754

747

SEASONAL

BARLEY, CORN

21,201

20,897

21,413

BARLEY, FALLOW

3,698

3,848

3,744

BARLEY, PINTO BEANS

1,945

1,929

1,911

21,783

20,949

21,978

CORN, CORN
FALLOW, PEPPER

31

30

30

13,873

13,342

13,998

FALLOW, PUMPKIN

29

26

26

FALLOW, SORGHUM

383

392

379

GARBANZO, FALLOW

195

184

186

OATS, BARLEY

413

423

417

OATS, PEPPER

3,136

3,067

3,079

92,362

90,257

93,160

OATS, FALLOW

2,685

2,710

2,707

OATS, OATS

1,069

1,079

1,078

OATS, PUMPKIN

279

267

265

OATS, SORGHUM

1,587

1,617

1,582

FALLOW, CORN

OATS, CORN

SORGHUM, SORGHUM

443

454

439

53,379

48,913

50,953

APPLE

4,529

4,234

4,294

GRAPE

938

859

873

GRASS

1,284

1,224

1,277

PEACH

358

329

344

PEARS

485

454

460

PECAN

20,624

19,233

18,796

3,783

3,618

3,598

62

57

60

866

826

861

262,871

252,206

259,014

PERENNIAL

ALFALFA

PISTACHIO
PLUM
SUDAN
Grand Total
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FILES
Path: Z:\Wilcox_Model\Recharge\Crop Water Requirements
FILENAME

WILLCOX_WEATH_STATIONS

EXTENSION

WORKSHEET
Rain_mm

XLSX

USGS2014_DOUBLE_HPE

XLSX

WATERREQ

XLSX

Weather_location
Azmet_bonita
Bonita_summary
Db_2014
Db_irrigation
Db_crop
Results_2014
Crops_notes
Wr_analysis

WILLCOX_ETO

DOCX

None

OBSERVATIONS
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5
Table 6
Figure 2
Table 1
Database
Table 2
Database
Database
Database
Table 10
Table 7
Table 8
Table 9
Memo

CROPWAT_DATA:
CROPWAT subdirectory contains all data files to calculate Crop water
requirements for major crops in Willcox.
Z:\Wilcox_Model\Recharge\Crop Water Requirements\CROPWAT_Data
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Appendix E:
Singular Value Decomposition
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To better understand how the model parameters and associated observation sensitivities operate through
the model, “functional” observation groups were created. The singular value decomposition SVD evaluation
also provides context for the spatial identification of head observation clusters having consistent (modelfunction) properties, and grouping of head targets for statistical purposes. Note that the true Jacobian
Matrix directly associated with inverse models discussed in this report, typically contain about 2,650
observation targets including heads and flows; see the Jacobian Matrix in Figure E1 below.
A range of various-sized sensitivity matrices - based on a variation of ACM2 - were evaluated using singular
value decomposition (SVD). The sensitivity matrices (A) are effectively truncated Jacobian matrices, which
relate parameters (P, columns) with respect to observations (R, rows). The resulting matrix, A, is
decomposed such that A=USVT, where U represents the transformed, linear combinations of left singular
vectors (associated with observations), S are the singular values, and V represents the transformed, linear
combinations of right singular vectors (associated with parameters). If the number of independentlyassigned parameters (columns) exceed the number of assigned observations (rows), A will be underdetermined and V will contain components of R-P size extended into null space (null vectors). If the number
of independently assigned parameters (columns) is less than the number of assigned observations (rows),
then U will contain vectors of size, R-P, that are extended into null vector space. Components of U and V are
orthogonally related through S; thus magnitude of the orthogonal singular vectors – related through S – is
a reflection of sensitivity (or reliability of parameters and observations). For additional properties associated
SVD see (Lay, 1999).
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Figure E1 Weighted Sensitivities with respect to estimated parameters, The Jacobian: 2,655 observation & 37 parameters
The Jacobian matrix was simplified (truncated) into various observation groupings, ranging from 12 (under-determined) to 116 to better recognize
generalized patterns relating parameters to observations. The number of model parameters ranged from 34 to 37. Several truncated sensitivity
matrices are presented below for discussion purposes.
For the first example, observations and parameters were assigned into 48 observation groups, and 37 parameter groups. Table X summarizes the
observation attributes. Individual Layer 2 head targets in several local areas were retained (not grouped) in order to evaluate possible dependence.
These areas include the 1) Kansas Settlement (KS), six terms; 2) North Willcox (NW), three terms; 3) North-central Willcox (NCW), four terms; 4)
Sunsites (Suns), five terms; 5) Sunizona (SAZ), two terms and 6) Southern Willcox-Douglas (WD), three terms. For this example, most Layer 1 heads
were grouped into one term.
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Obs Term

Observation Locations & Attribute

Bud.U1
Bud.U2
Bud.U3
Bud.U4
Hds.L1
Hds.U1
Hds.U10
Hds.U11
Hds.U12
Hds.U13
Hds.U14
Hds.U15
Hds.U16
Hds.U17
Hds.U18
Hds.U19
Hds.U2
Hds.U20
Hds.U21
Hds.U22
Hds.U23
Hds.U24
Hds.U25
Hds.U26
Hds.U27
Hds.U28
Hds.U29
Hds.U30
Hds.U3
Hds.U31
Hds.U32
Hds.U33
Hds.U34
Hds.U35
Hds.U36
Hds.U37
Hds.U38
Hds.U39
Hds.U40
Hds.U4
Hds.U5
Hds.U6
Hds.U7
Hds.U8
Hds.U9
Hds.W368
Hds.W374
Hds.W400

Aravaipa Baseflow (groundwater discharge)
EVT (groundwater discharge)
North Basin Divide between Willcox & Aravaipa
South Basin Divide between Willcox & Douglas
Represents L1 head group
Kansas Settlement Group, L2
D-14-23_12bbb2 Willcox – west, L2
D-14-26_18caa, Willcox – east, L2
D-16-24_09cbb, SW of Playa, L2
D-16-25_01caa, Kansas Settlement, L2
D-16-24_21ccc, Sunsites North general, L2
D-17-24 35dad: Sunsites-Pearce South, L2
D-16-26_14daa, Kansas Settlement, L2
D-16-28_04bbb, Southeast, L1
D-17-27 = D-17-27_31cdd, Sunizona
D-18; south Willcox-Douglas group (SW)
D-7-20_21dbd: Aravaipa Valley, north
D-17-25_08bcc2: Sunsites, L2 (Sun)
D-17-26_06bad: Sunsites, L2
D-15-25_25ddd: Kansas Settlement, L2
D-15-25_36bdd, Kansas Settlement, L2
D-15-26_29ccb, Willcox SE, L2
East Playa, early-time (Meizner), L2
NW Playa, early-time (Meizner), L2
SW Playa, early-time (Meizner), L2
West_Playa, early-time (Meizner), L2
West-SW Playa, early-time (Meizner), L2
D-12-23_12dba, North of Playa, L2
L2 group not included in other defined group
D-12-23_14aab, North of Playa, L2
D-13-24_03ada, North-central of Playa, L2
D-13-24_05ccb2, North-central of Playa, L2
D-17-24_11dcc, L2
D-17-24_12ccc, L2
D-17-24_23adb3, L2
D-17-27_21bac, Sunizona, L2
D-18-16_28aaa, So. Willcox-Douglas, L2 (SW)
D-18-26_16bbb, So. Willcox-Dougals, L2
D-18-27_08bac, So. Willcox-Douglas, L2
Kansas Settlement Late-time group (upweighted)
D-10-23_10bba, North Valley fringe, L2
D-11-24_30aaa, Aravaipa Basin, L2
D-12, Northern Willcox early-time, L2
D-13, North-central Willcox early-time, L2
D-13-25_21aac, North-central Willcox, L2
D-16-26_32aaa, SE Willcox, L2
D-08-21_18daa, Aravaipa, L2
D-16-25_36aaa, Southeast of, L2

Σ(ΣU)->
Dependence threshold was selected at 0.8.

Functional Dependence?

Dependence, grouped
Dependence (KS)
Dependence
Dependence (KS)
Dependence (KS)
Dependence (SAZ)

Dependence (Sun)
Dependence (KS)
Dependence (KS)
Dependence

Dependence (NW)
Dependence, grouped
Dependence, (NW)
Dependence (NCW)
Dependence (NCW)
Dependence (Sun)
Dependence (Sun)
Dependence (Sun)
Dependence (SAZ)
Dependence (SW)
Dependence (SW)
Dependence (KS)
Dependence (NW)
Dependence (NCW)
Dependence (NCW)

Where dependent, significant null
vector- terms reside

ΣU_row
1
1
1
1
0.64
0.03
0.95
0.67
1
0.77
0.93
0.97
0.59
1
0.52
1
1
0.97
0.78
0.43
0.52
0.67
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.93
0.96
0.7
0.5
0.31
0.44
0.44
0.87
0.79
0.98
0.46
0.98
0.78
0.44
0.68
0.99
0.89
0.37
0.21
0.48
0.91
1
0.93
37

Table E1. 48X37 Sensitivity Matrix
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U
bud.u1
bud.u2
bud.u3
bud.u4
hds.l1
hds.u1
hds.u10
hds.u11
hds.u12
hds.u13
hds.u14
hds.u15
hds.u16
hds.u17
hds.u18
hds.u19
hds.u2
hds.u20
hds.u21
hds.u22
hds.u23
hds.u24
hds.u25
hds.u26
hds.u27
hds.u28
hds.u29
hds.u3
hds.u30
hds.u31
hds.u32
hds.u33
hds.u34
hds.u35
hds.u36
hds.u37
hds.u38
hds.u39
hds.u4
hds.u40
hds.u5
hds.u6
hds.u7
hds.u8
hds.u9
hds.w 368
hds.w 374
hds.w 400

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

Figure E1. “U” [48X37] based on SVD of A [48X37] 48 observation groups and 37 parameters.

The magnitude of S decreases from left-to-right. Light green indicates minimal vector contribution. Nullvalued terms to right of red line.
The 37 singular values (S) ranged from 92 to 0.004863. Summing of S resulted in a trace of 186.6. About half
of the 48 observations in U exhibit strong elements in null space, and are associated within spatial clusters,
indicating at least some degree spatial correlation. All flow terms show large singular vectors associated
with relatively large singular values. In fact, most flow and heads terms in the northern portion of the model
(near the Willcox-Aravaipa Basin divide and to the north) are important in constraining the solution, as
posed.
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Figure E2 “V” [37X37] based on SVD of A [48X37]
The magnitude of S decreases from left-to-right. Light green indicates minimal vector contribution
The 37 singular values (S) ranged from 92 to 0.004863. Summing of S resulted in a trace of 186.6. Evaluation
of Figure X (above), shows that natural recharge (par001, par002 and par003) is very sensitive – and thus
important – to the model calibration. Underflow posed as independent parameters (par006 and par007) is
also important in helping constrain the solution, especially the northern underflow assigned as a variable in
the regression. In fact, the inclusion of par007 within the non-linear regression increases sensitivity of other
system parameters, and effectively doubles the magnitude of the trace, or sum of all singular values. Except
for Sy8 and Sy9, the hydraulic conductivity parameters (K, upper left cluster) are generally associated with
higher singular values (left), with respect to storage parameters (Sy and Ss, lower-right cluster), as seen in
Figure X above. It should be noted that for all tested ACM assigned with different observation grouping
numbers (ranging from 12 to 116), similar parameter patterns were found in “V”.
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Some of the individual observation terms showing relatively large elements subject to null space in [48X37],
were grouped into common terms, forming a [41X37] matrix; see Figure E3 below (note that the observation
references in Table E1, do not generally apply to Figure E3). For brevity, only references relevant to the
observation grouping are identified in discussion below. Some of the grouped areas for the new [41X37]
configuration include: (D-12-23)*=hds.u25 {three wells}, (D-13-24)*=hds.u26 {three wells}, (D-18*)*=hds.u28 {four wells} and (D-17-24)*=hds.u6 {four wells}. Note that the individual observation wells
associated with the LBF Kansas Settlement area were not grouped; these include: hds.u13=(D-15-25)25ddd;
hds.u14=(D-15-25)36bdd; hds.u15=(D-15-26)29ccb; hds.u14=(D-15-25)36bdd, hds.u22=D-1, hds.w389=(D15-25)25aad,
hds.w390=(D-15-25)25cdd,
hds.w399=(D-16-25)13cdd;
hds.w400=(D-16-25)36aaa,
hds.w402=(D-16-26)05dad and hds.w403=(D-16-26)06dda. Note that non-grouped observation wells show
functional dependence, and therefore can be combined for statistical purposes.
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U
bud.u1
bud.u2
bud.u3
bud.u4
hds.l1
hds.u1
hds.u10
hds.u11
hds.u12
hds.u13
hds.u14
hds.u15
hds.u16
hds.u17
hds.u18
hds.u19
hds.u2
hds.u20
hds.u21
hds.u22
hds.u23
hds.u24
hds.u25
hds.u26
hds.u27
hds.u28
hds.u3
hds.u4
hds.u5
hds.u6
hds.u7
hds.u8
hds.u9
hds.w 368
hds.w 374
hds.w 389
hds.w 390
hds.w 399
hds.w 400
hds.w 402
hds.w 403

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

Figure E3 “U” [41X37] based on SVD of A [41X37] 41 observation groups and 37 parameters
The magnitude of S decreases from left-to-right. Light green indicates minimal vector contribution. Nullvalued terms to right of red line.
The 37 singular values (S) ranged from 98 to 0.0024. Summing of S resulted in a trace of 190, slightly greater
than the trace associated with the [48X37] matrix. Evaluation of U and S with respect to the SVD solutions
of [48X37] and [41X37] suggests that spatially-grouping the same sub-regional areas within the same layer
did not degrade the sensitivity (and reliability) of the parameter-observation relations. These results suggest
that observation targets within a group can effectively be combined in the model for statistical purposes.
This also implies that a “group” may be represented by fewer individual head observation locations for nonlinear regression purposes. Note that the non-grouped, individual observations associated with the Kansas
Settlement were the terms most subject to strong elements in null space, and are thus dependent.
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Accordingly, simulated and observed heads (Appendix H) for select sub-areas - including the 1) the North
Willcox area Cone of Depression (COD); 2) the Kansas Settlement area COD; and 3) the Sunsites area COD were grouped together for statistical purposes.

General Area

Grouped Target Wells

Willcox North Cone

(D-13-24)03ada, (D-13-24)05ccb2; (D13-24)16BBB; (D-12-23)14abb; (D-1224)20cbb; (D-12-23)12dba
(D-16-25)13cdd; (D-15-25)25aad; (D15-25)25cdd1; (D-16-26)06dda; (D1626)05dad
(D-17-24)11dcc; (D-17-25)08bcc2; (D17-24)12ccc

Kansas Settlement
Cone, Layer2
Sunsites, Layer2

1940-2115
Drawdown
Range
367 – 436 ft

1940-2115
Drawdown 95% CI

747 – 917 ft

734-924 ft

496-636 ft

496-661 ft

354-536 ft

Note that “V” matrix shows similar patterns to [48X37] and116X37], and is thus not shown again. The SVD
of the [41X37] suggests that.
A 32X37, under-determined matrix, was decomposed to evaluate which parameter was most subject to null
values. Parameters having significant null value include: Kx7, AG recharge North, MFR in the Southwest
(Dragoon Mtns.), Ss3, Sy1 and Sy7. For this evaluation, observation groups were generalized into 8 head
groups and 4 flow terms. (Note: Results are subject to grouping-assignment configurations).
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Appendix F:
Composite Parameter Sensitivities
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Parameter
ACM1
ACM2
ACM3
Kx14
0.015
0.034
0.011
Kx18
0.013
0.016
0.0099
Kx19
0.0045
0.0046
0.0030
Kx1
0.035
0.10
0.027
Kx2
0.041
0.13
0.035
Kx3
0.012
0.042
0.011
Kx4
0.0089
0.014
0.01
Kx5
0.027
0.032
0.035
Kz5
0.053
0.032
0.035
Kx6
0.060
0.055
0.063
Kx7
0.0087
0.0015
0.00063
Kx8
0.03
0.019
0.036
EVT
0.0011
0.015
0.00036
AG_RCH_North
0.016
0.014
0.01
AG_RCH_Southwest
0.026
0.0052
0.0066
AG_RCH_South
0021
0.019
0.020
AG_RCH_Southeast
0.017
0.0061
0.0056
Underflow_South
N/A
0.044
N/A
Underflow_North
N/A
1.1
N/A
MFR_North
0.07
0.90
0.066
MFR_SE_Chirichuas
0.095
0.089
0.11
MFR_Tributaries_Chiricha
0.033
MFR_Southwest (Dragoons)
0.019
0.0076
0.0057
Ss3
0.0073
0.0015
0.0012
Ss7
0.0044
0.0076
0.0045
Ss8
0.78
0.71
0.81
Sy10
0.0030
0.023
0.03
Sy1
0.0073
0.0099
0.0072
Sy2
0.010
0.017
0.019
Sy3
0.027
0.016
0.025
Sy4
0.010
0.0093
0.0075
Sy5
0.016
0.025
0.025
Sy6
0.011
0.01
0.0086
Sy7
0.0045
0.0027
0.0026
Sy8
0.26
0.18
0.18
Sy9
0.01
0.011
0.0085
Miscell comments during model development and additional parameter representing natural recharge within the wide basin
flats area was posed as an independent parameter but was found to contribute little and have minal sensitivity, and was thus
omitted from subsequent ACM testing. Unless otherwise specified, Ss was tied to respective Sy parameter, due to insensitivity
Composite Sensitivities for selected Estimated Parameter Explored during Model Development

Table E1 Normalized Composite Sensitivities
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Appendix G:
Simulated Annual Pumpage and Incidental AG Recharge
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Simulated Pumpage & Pre-calibration Estimates of Historical
pumpage
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Figure G1 Simulated and Pre-Calibration Estimates of Historical Pumpage 1940-2015
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Simulated Pumpage & Pre-calibration Estimates of Historical
pumpage
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Figure G2 Simulated and Pre-Calibration Estimates of Historical Pumpage 1940-2115
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Simulated Pumpage & Pre-calibration Estimates of Historical
pumpage
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Figure G3 Simulated and Pre-Calibration Estimates of Historical Pumpage and AG Recharge 1940-2115
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Appendix H:
Observed and Simulated Hydrographs
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Figure H1 Hydrograph Cluster Well Locations
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Aravaipa - Willcox Basins & Divide
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Figure H1 Aravaipa & Willcox Basin – Basin Divide Area Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Aravaipa - Willcox Basins & Divide
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Figure H2 Aravaipa & Willcox Basin - Basin Divide Area Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Northern Willcox Basin
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,736 ft
Sim Head Range: =3,692 ft - 3,764
Mean Projected DDN:= 480 ft
Sim DDN Range:= 432 ft - 540 ft
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Figure H3 Willcox Basin - Northern Willcox Basin Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Willcox East, Willcox BasinBasin
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,776 ft
Sim Head Range: = 3,729 ft -3,799 ft
Mean Projected DDN:= 403 ft
Sim DDN Range:= 376 ft - 436 ft
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Figure H4 Willcox Basin - East Willcox Basin Area Hydrographs
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Figure H5 Willcox Basin - North & North - Central Willcox Basin Area Hydrographs
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Figure H6 Willcox Basin - Willcox Playa Area Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads adn Drawdown (DDN)
Kansas Settlement Area, Layer 2: 2115
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,400 ft
Sim Head Range: = 3,323 ft - 3,473 ft
Mean Projected DDN:= 821 ft
Sim DDN Range:= 747-ft - 917 ft
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Figure H7 Willcox Basin - Kansas Settlement Area Hydrographs
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Figure H8 Willcox Basin – Kansas Settlement Area Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads and Drawdown (DDN)
Kansas Settlement Area, Layer 2: 2115
30 Realizations
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,389 ft
Sim Head 95% CI: = 3,299 ft - 3,480 ft
Mean Projected DDN:= 829 ft
Sim DDN 95% CI:= 734 ft - 924 ft
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Figure H9 Willcox Basin – Kansas Settlement Area Hydrographs
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Sunsites, Willcox Basin
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,614 ft
Sim Head Range: = 3,549 ft - 3,691 ft
Mean Projected DDN:= 578 ft
Sim DDN Range:= 496 ft - 636 ft
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Figure H10 Willcox Basin - Sunsites Area Hydrograph
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Sunsites, Willcox Basin
18 Realizations
Mean Sim Head, 2115: = 3,614 ft
Sim Head 95% CI: =3,529 ft - 3,699 ft
Mean Sim DDN: = 578 ft
Sim DDN 95% CI: =496 ft - 661 ft
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Figure H11 Willcox Basin – Sunsites Area Hydrographs
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Willcox East, Willcox BasinBasin
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,528 ft
Sim Head Range: = 3,384 ft - 3653 ft
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Figure H12 Willcox Basin – East Willcox Basin Area
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Simulated and Observed Heads
Willcox-Douglas Basin Divide; Douglas INA
Mean Projected Simulated head 2115: = 3,848 ft
Sim Head Range: = 3,805 ft - 3,922 ft
Mean Projected DDN:= 357 ft
Sim DDN Range:= 315 ft - 424 ft
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Figure H13 Willcox and Douglas Basins – Groundwater Divide Area
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Distribution of Unweighted Head Residuals with Respect to Time: ACM1
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Figure H14 Unweighted Head Residuals vs Time (ACM1)
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Appendix I:
Hydrogeologic Cross Sections (ACM1)
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Three model-simulated hydrogeologic cross-sections and the link to an animated model simulation
presented for different simulation periods including steady state conditions, current simulated conditions
(2015), and projected simulated conditions (2115). Two west-to-east cross sections including 1) the
Northern Cone of Depression (row 28) and the Southern cones of depressions (row 53). In addition, a single
north-to-south longitudinal cross-section is shown for model column 30.

Figure I1 Willcox Model (ACM1a) Simulated heads, 2115
Row 29 defined red-tone color. The olive-green and caramel-color cells represents inactive and dry-cells
encountered during simulation, respectively.
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Figure I2 Willcox Model (ACM1a) Simulated Groundwater Conditions, 1940; Cross-Sectional (East-West)
View at Model Row 29 North of Willcox Playa. Vertical exaggeration = 10:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. The green and caramel-color
cells represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I3 Willcox “Base” Model (ACM1) Simulated Groundwater Conditions, 2015
Cross-Sectional View at Model Row 29 North of Willcox Playa. Vertical exaggeration = 10:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. Note minimal
vertical hydraulic gradient. The green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I4 Willcox “Base” Model (ACM1) Simulated Groundwater Conditions, 2115
Cross-Sectional View at Model Row 29 North of Willcox Playa. Vertical exaggeration = 10:1. Note deep recharge, no downward simulated gradients,
consistent with finding of no downward observed gradients in northern Willcox Aquifers – suggesting that MFR is not topical (mainstem tributary,
etc.) but rather subtle (deep-seated). Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. The green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells,
respectively.
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Willcox-North Cross-Section Along Row 29, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth
for 1940, 2015 and 2115
(Note Layer 2 Aquifer Heads ≈ Layer 1 Unconfined Aquifer Heads ACM1a)
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Figure I5 Willcox-North Cross Section Along Row 29, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth For 1940, 2015, and 2115
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Figure I6 Willcox “Base” Model (ACM1) Simulated heads, 2115
Row 53 defined red-tone color. The Olive-green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells
encountered during simulation, respectively.
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Figure I7 Willcox Model (ACM1a) Simulated Groundwater Conditions, 1940;
Cross-Sectional (East-West) View at Model Row 53 South of Willcox Playa. Note modest upward vertical gradient associated with predevelopment conditions, and groundwater discharge about the Willcox Playa. Simulated head contour interval 5 feet. Vertical exaggeration =
20:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. The olive- green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I8 Willcox Model (ACM1a) Simulated Groundwater Conditions, 2015
Cross-Sectional (East-West) View at Model Row 53 South of Willcox Playa. Note vertical gradient reversal, with respect to steady state conditions.
Vertical exaggeration = 20:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. Simulated head contour interval 25 feet. The green and caramel-color cells
represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I9 Willcox “Base” Model (ACM1) Simulated (predicted) Groundwater Conditions, 2115
Cross-Sectional (East-West) View at Model Row 53 South of Willcox Playa. Note strong downward gradient, contrasting the water table aquifer
(which receives AG return flow) verses the greatly-reduced pressure head system associated with lower aquifer-aquitard system. Simulated head
contour interval 50 feet. Vertical exaggeration = 20:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. The olive-green and caramel-color cells represent
inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Willcox-South Cross-Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth: 1940 (Layer 1 Upper
Unconfined Aquifer & Layer 2 Lower Pressure Head Aquifer ACM1a)
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Figure I10 Willcox-South Cross Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth 1940
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Willcox-South Cross-Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth: 2015 (Layer 1 Upper
Unconfined Aquifer & Layer 2 Lower Pressure Head Aquifer ACM1a)
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Figure I11 Willcox-South Cross-Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth 2015
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Willcox-South Cross-Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth: 2115 (Layer 1 Upper Unconfined
Aquifer & Layer 2 Lower Pressure Head Aquifer ACM1a)
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Figure I12 Willcox-South Cross-Section Along Row 53, Simulated Heads, LSE and Well Depth 211
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Figure I13 Willcox Model (ACM1a) Simulated heads, 2115
Column 30 defined red-tone color. The olive-green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells
encountered during simulation, respectively.
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Figure I14 Willcox Base Model (ACM1a) Simulated Head, North-to-South cross-section, steady state conditions, column 30
North is to the right in figure above. Note shallow water table, consistent with early observations. Vertical exaggeration = 20:1. Layer 1 white,
Layer 2 Red-tone color. The olive-green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I13 Willcox Base Model (ACM1a) Simulated Head, North-to-South cross-section, 2015, column 30
Northern aquifer-system is to the right in figure. Note the complex vertical gradients (associated with multiple cones of depression) in the southern
aquifer-aquitard area (to the left side of figure), with respect to the northern cone of depression which shallow water table, consistent with early
observations. Vertical exaggeration =20:1. Layer 1 white, Layer 2 Red-tone color. The olive-green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and
dry-cells, respectively.
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Figure I14 Willcox Base Model (ACM1a) Simulated (projected) Heads, North-to-South cross-section, 2115, column 30
Northern aquifer-system is to the right in figure. Note the thinning and de-watering of model cells in Layer 1 (white), especially in the aquiferaquitards system south of the Playa, and lowering (Layer 2) pressure head. Vertical exaggeration=20:1. Layer 1. White; Layer 2, red-tone color.
The olive-green and caramel-color cells represent inactive and dry-cells, respectively.
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Link to automated Model Simulation. Available For PDF versions Only
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Appendix J:
SSPA Peer Review of the ADWR Willcox Model
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SSPA Conclusions
ADWR contracted with the environmental and water resources firm of S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc.
to review a preliminary version of the Willcox groundwater flow model (SSPS, 2016). A pdf copy of the
model review may be obtained by submitting an official request to:
http://www.azwater.gov/azdwr/eforms/Forms/Request/DWR_Request.aspx

The major conclusions and recommendations from that review are summarized below.
Is the information used to define inputs to the model accurate and sufficient?
In the vast majority of instances, the review suggests that the data are reasonably accurate and
sufficient. The two areas of exception – which is consistent with many similar models – are: (1) the
information available to specify historical pumping associated with irrigation, both in terms of the actual
total pumpage and the locations where pumping occurred; and, (2) the information available to understand
flows through the perimeter boundaries of the model representing flows into or out of the lateral limits of
the model domain.
1. Pumping: although this is a common occurrence in such models, in the case of the Willcox model it
appears possible that there are systematic differences in pumping estimates that are based upon the two
major methods used (i.e., PCCs versus crop distribution and demand data) and to some lesser extent
perhaps the two information sources (UofA vs USGS) that result in either the early-period pumping
estimates being high, the later time estimates being low. One apparent consequence of this is that in some
areas of the domain, the model appears to under-predict the change in heads during the late calibration
period, which may result in bias in future projections.
2. Boundary flows: there is very little information available to define boundary flows, which is again not
uncommon. In many places of the model this may be of little concern to long term basin-wide water
budgets, but in some areas, this may be of concern, in particular the southern boundary of the model
domain. It may not be possible to obtain descriptive quantitative data however: it may only be possible to
develop a plausible way of representing this boundary, as detailed elsewhere in this TM.
Is the model structure appropriate?
The model structure is appropriate for the initial development, calibration and application phases of the
project. Over time, as the calibration proceeds and further information is gleaned from the historical data,
and further emphasis is also placed on the accuracy of model predictions, it will likely become necessary to
refine the model in a number of ways, including but not limited to the model layering, temporal
discretization, and representation of pumping. However, the advantages of doing so should continue to be
weighed against the loss of computational expediency.
Is the model parameterization appropriate?
The parameterization is appropriate, in terms of representing the major aquifer parameters, boundary
conditions and recharge sources. Increased parameter density or refinement is not warranted until such
time as refinement in the understanding of historic and, particularly, recent pumping rates and patterns can
be developed.
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Does the model calibration demonstrate reasonable correspondence with historical data?
In many instances, the correspondence between modeled and measured quantities (emphasizing the fit
to steady-state and transient heads) is fairly good, and commensurate with the level of parameterization
detail currently incorporated in the model. Indeed, given the changes that have occurred throughout the
model domain over the simulated period, the correspondence between simulated and measured
hydrographs is very good, as reflected in the calibration and residual statistics presented in the report and
model files which might – according to some calibration guidelines - be used to infer that the model is very
well (even, sufficiently) calibrated. However, the two exceptions to this generally good correspondence
are:

1. Some apparent non-random residuals from the steady-state calibration, which show a
reasonably consistent pattern of contrast between residuals at the basin margins and those in
the basin interior, suggesting there is some form of structure that has not been adequately
identified (e.g., geologic). It is possible this is related to the model bottom elevation.

2. An apparently systematic discrepancy between simulated and measured water levels at some

wells that appears to commence during the early 1990s and extends at some wells through to
recent times. This discrepancy is evident in scatter plots, residual plots and hydrographs, and
appears to reflect one or more systematic differences in pumping estimates. One apparent
consequence of this is that in some areas of the domain, the model appears to under-predict the
change in heads during the late calibration period, with the result that at the beginning of the
prediction period many simulated hydrographs are not mean-centered.

In addition to the above, consideration should be given to supplementing the calibration with as much
information as possible, even if there is uncertainty regarding its exact value. For example, information
regarding flows within surface water bodies; land subsidence observations; and vertical gradients
could be used to supplement the current calibration data set. Although these quantities will have
associated uncertainty, if this information exists it can add value to the parameter estimation process and
provide additional lines of evidence regarding the plausibility of the model both under historical and future
conditions. The addition of subsidence observations would require augmenting the MODFLOW packages
that are used in the Willcox model, to incorporate most appropriately the Subsidence and Aquifer-System
Compaction Package (SUB- WT) package. Once the observation data set is augmented, a data-worth
analysis could be used to identify the data types and locations that provide the most information in term
of estimating parameter values and reducing predictive uncertainty, so that a monitoring program could
be developed to obtain those data on a consistent and reliable basis.

With regard to the SUB-WT package: lessons learned from other similar modeling projects, as discussed
with ADWR during the review of the Willcox model, use of the SUB-WT package can impact the calibration
in three marked ways:

1. Provides a way to incorporate additional, distinct, observations for the calibration
2. Can provide feedback on hydrostratigraphy and aquifer storage properties in response to
groundwater pumping and water level changes

3. Provides the capability to project future subsidence in response to ongoing groundwater basin
development, providing attendant outputs of interest from the prediction scenarios
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Are the model predictions likely to be sufficiently accurate to support decisions?
In many instances, the predictions may be sufficiently accurate – or, at a minimum, sufficiently
indicative of likely outcomes – to support decisions. Model predictions could be presented in numerous
ways using the Willcox model as currently developed, depending on the objective: for example, by
superimposing predicted changes upon actual recent water level hydrographs (thereby removing one
source of possible error or bias).
However, exceptions to this occur at the wells and in the areas where the model appears to under- predict
the declines in water levels arising from increased pumpage, decreased recharge or a combination of these
factors, in recent years. In these areas, and for these wells, caution is advised in using the model
predictions at this time, until the source of this apparently systematic difference can be identified and
where possible rectified.
Finally, the model predictions are not currently presented with an indication of possible predictive
uncertainty. Though this can be difficult to communicate and at times is not necessarily a welcome
element of a modeling report, if presented in a concise and clear way it can aid in decision making.

SSPA Recommendations

The foregoing presents a number of comments on the draft Willcox model, some of which comprise
suggestions for alternate or additional ways to continue the model development. The following are the
principal recommendations:
1. Investigate possible source(s) of the discrepancy between the modeled and measured changes in
heads in recent years: possible sources include miss-estimation of pumping, misallocation of
pumping between model layers, miss-estimation of recharge from irrigation and possibly other
sources:
a. Use graphs of residuals over time together with the hydrographs to help discern visually
when parameter value, pumping or other adjustments improve correspondence
b. Re-evaluate the methods and data sources used to define the amounts of pumping in the
early historical model timeframe (pre-1992) and later historical model timeframe (post1992)
2. Develop an independent, relatively simple, quantifiable representation of conditions on the
southern boundary (and any other boundaries that may exhibit similar characteristics) so that a
parametric relationship can be used that incorporates pumping and water levels to predict flow
directions and rates across the boundary(ies).
3. Implement an alternative formulation such as offered by MODFLOW-NWT and similar codes.
Doing so should offer improved numerical stability, improved parameter sensitivity analysis due
to greater differentiability, and provide access to some of the benefits of other packages such as
the MNW package described below.
4. Implement the MNW package to represent both (a) pumping wells when pumping and possibly
(b) long-screened monitoring wells and pumping wells when not pumping, the latter as
calibration targets. The MNW package can better represent the transient redistribution of
pumping vertically as water levels drop, and as parameters are updated during the calibration
process; and, can also provide feedback on the ability of certain wells or certain regions of the
aquifer to be able to sustain prescribed projected pumping rates.
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5. Revise the temporal discretization in recent years to represent seasonal variation – i.e.,
irrigation vs non-irrigation periods.
6. Once the above have been completed, revisit the calibration process to determine whether a
pattern of residuals that is more random and shows less systematic misfit in recent years can be
achieved, prior to making future predictions.
7. Incorporate climate-change predictions from published sources and models in long-term
projections. There is a growing consensus on the likely patterns of future climate change, that
warrant consideration and inclusion.
8. If the model is to be used to project conditions for 100 years, use one of a variety of means to
communicate that the predictions become increasingly uncertain (or rather, prone t o
inaccuracy) as the length of the period increases: this may be accomplished via an explanatory
narrative, or using methods of predictive error or uncertainty analysis that can depict this pattern
over time.
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